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As we write this message, what is already our third annual business meeting is taking place in the Castle of Arenberg just outside Leuven, thanks to the hospitality of the Catholic University, Leuven. Our meeting started with an afternoon of lively and diverse presentations introducing ongoing architectural historical research in Flanders. During the session, something that every architectural historian knows but forgets in the course of day-to-day practice became crystal clear: namely, that the scope of our field is very broad and that we are very much interrelated with other disciplines. For instance, preservationists from the Flemish Heritage Institute (Vlaams Instituut voor het Onroerend Erfgoed) described their research, which enriches our knowledge not only of old and respected monuments but also of industrial complexes. Moreover, their institute also houses scholars specializing in church organs and seventeenth-century scientific instruments. Similarly, our hostess Hilde Heynen explained that architectural history is but one of the many disciplines, including philosophy, that weaves into the web of knowledge that creates an architectural theory which helps architects and users understand their environments better and act more meaningfully within them. We learned a great deal from the array of presentations, but most satisfying was to observe that our Belgian colleagues themselves learned from this exploration of their regional research landscape, and that many connections between the various institutes and comparable international efforts emerged as the afternoon progressed. The June issue of the EAHN Newsletter will include a thorough summary of this forum on current Flemish research in architectural history.

The second day our committee welcomed two new members: Jorge Correia, from the University of Minho, Guimarães, Portugal and Jan Kenneth Birksted of the Bartlett School of Architecture, University College London. Of course everybody was very proud of the great step forward we took by publishing the first issue of our online newsletter last December, and the newsletter is now formally registered at the ISSN International Center in Paris which will facilitate its inclusion in bibliographies and other reference works. The newsletter is positioned to become a tool not only for gaining knowledge about the current situation in our field but also to become the cornerstone for building a database on the history of the discipline. This remains our chief goal: making architectural history more visible as a distinct discipline, but at the same time connecting ourselves with other fields in environmental and design studies, the humanities and social sciences.

The next great landmark for our developing organization will be our first independently organized scholarly conference a few years from now. We have made great progress on the road toward this goal since our beginnings in Paris at the joint INHA / SAH meeting in August 2005, where we first thoroughly discussed the possible perspectives for an organization for European architectural history. Only a few days later we started as a virtual network by opening a website. During the past few years we have been able to present ourselves at the meetings of other organizations with which we feel connected like the Society of Architectural Historians and Docomomo International. In June this year we will co-host our first joint conference with the SAH and the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich, Transfer and Metamorphosis: Architectural Modernity Between Europe and the Americas 1870-1970. This will give us a further opportunity to pursue our interest in transnational, interdisciplinary and multicultural approaches to our discipline, to facilitate the exchange of specialized studies as well as to rethink the tools of our research. Future conferences, whether independent or joint, will allow us to fulfill our broad mission and promote the study of other aspects and periods in the history of architecture.

It was not so long ago that Nikolaus Pevsner’s Outline of European Architecture was the bestselling book in architectural history. He sketched his story as if Anglo-American culture was the center of the world. But today we see Europe as a fascinating collection of many diverse cultures with shifting boundaries and aims, which becomes abundantly clear the more we study its architecture. We have only just begun to sketch the new outlines.

Christine Mengin
President

Rob Dettingmeijer
Vice President
EAHN Third Annual Business Meeting, Leuven

The Third Annual Business Meeting of the EAHN committee took place at the Catholic University, Leuven from 8–10 February 2008. Committee member Hilde Heynen and her colleagues Krista De Jonge and Luc Verpoest at the Department of Architecture, Urbanism and Planning organized an ample and varied program for the weekend which allowed for exchanges with Belgian colleagues and the exploration of several centuries of architecture in Leuven, in addition to the full business meeting agenda. Thirteen out of twenty-one committee members could attend the meeting, and on Saturday we welcomed two new committee members to our group, bringing our total to twenty-three for 2008. Our new administrative assistant, Isabel van der Zande, from the EAHN secretariat at the TU Delft, helped with everything from taking the minutes during the business meeting to translating menus from Flemish into English.

Our hosts prepared a fascinating forum on current Flemish research in architectural history for our first afternoon at the Castle of Arenberg on the outskirts of Leuven. Representatives of fourteen research institutions presented profiles of their projects, programs and facilities. A reception in the castle salons, restored period rooms with historic furnishings, ended the day on a convivial note in informal discussions with Belgian scholars.

Committee members discussed Network business all day on Saturday, reviewing the accomplishments of 2007 and planning new projects for 2008 and beyond. Krista De Jonge’s tour of the campus library by Rafael Moneo provided a welcome break just before lunch (see the report of this tour below). After an exhausting but productive day of deliberations, participants relaxed Saturday evening and enjoyed an outstanding dinner at a nearby restaurant, hosted by committee member Hilde Heynen.

Subcommittees met Sunday morning to discuss Network publications and the planning of future conferences. Committee members who had time on Sunday afternoon could tour the historic center of the old university city before returning home.
Full reports on the Flemish research forum and the EAHN business meeting will be published in the June issue of the EAHN Newsletter; the minutes of the meeting will be circulated through the EAHN listserv and posted on the website.

Introducing Isabel van der Zande, EAHN Secretariat, ®MIT, TU Delft

The EAHN Annual Business Meeting in Leuven gave committee members a first opportunity to meet the organization’s new administrative assistant, Isabel van der Zande. Starting on 1 December 2007, Isabel joined the ®MIT Research Center team in the Faculty of Architecture at the Technische Universiteit Delft. ®MIT has generously offered to sponsor the EAHN by allowing Isabel to staff our secretariat one day per week. She will coordinate development of our new website and assist with newsletter production, conference planning and other tasks. The EAHN committee gave Isabel a warm welcome in Leuven, and we enjoyed getting to know her over the course of the weekend.

“I’m glad to have the opportunity to contribute to the EAHN by starting up something from scratch, and helping it grow into a more professional organization,” says Isabel. “My work for the EAHN is very interesting because of the international contacts. After intensive e-mail contact with committee members, it was a pleasure to meet all of them in person.”

Isabel studied urbanism at the Faculty of Architecture in Delft. During her studies she spent six months in Valencia, Spain taking courses in the history of art and architecture as well as polishing her Spanish. From 2003-2007 she organized exhibitions and conferences about architecture, art and design. Her work for ®MIT will consist of project management for restoration projects, organizing lectures, exhibitions and other events, and coordinating the center’s newsletter. As an ®MIT employee she is also on the organizing committee for the 2008 Docomomo conference in Rotterdam (www.docomomo2008.nl).

®MIT is a new department within the Delft Faculty of Architecture which focuses on restoration, modification, intervention and transformation of historic buildings. Supplementing the research center, a related educational program has been established. Professor Jo Coenen chairs the department of ®MIT, and Marc Visser directs the ®MIT research center. For further information: www.rmit.nl.
Rafael Moneo’s Arenberg Campus Library, Catholic University, Leuven

Competition: January 1997
Construction: 2000-2002

During the EAHN business meeting in Leuven on 9 February, the committee members took a refreshing break to visit the recently rebuilt Celestine Convent adjacent to Arenberg Castle where our meetings were held. Professor Krista De Jonge, chair of the Architectural History and Conservation department, guided the walking tour to the library and gave us a well-informed and detailed account of its genesis, since she was deeply involved in the design process.

The Celestine Convent in Heverlee near Leuven was founded by Willem de Croy in his will of 1521; the convent was to serve as burial place for him and his family, and the resident monks were to pray for the founder’s soul. The convent was suppressed in 1783, and its church demolished in 1816. The remaining convent buildings stand under the protection of the historic preservation authorities.

In transforming the convent into a modern campus library, Moneo was limited on practically all sides by existing walls and buildings. Furthermore, Moneo operated extremely cautiously in order not to dominate the already humble remnants of the convent. Therefore his interventions hardly show from the outside. His interior is also quiet and sober; walls, ceilings and floors are smoothly covered with light materials in order to give room to the richer detailing of the existing convent spaces, especially its three remaining vaulted and glazed arcades that surround the central cloister court, and the enormous reading room. Ingenious details throughout provide modern comfort, such as the narrow voids along the edges of the big book storage floors and the skylights that provide subtle awareness of the outside climate in these low underground spaces.

Moneo’s pièce de résistance is certainly the volume along the fourth, west side of the cloister court, containing the entrance hall, reception desk, cafeteria and reading rooms. Only after entering the new outdoor space between the convent and the park-like surroundings is one faced with this virtuoso play of white.
cubes and free volumes that cheerfully counterbalances the roughness of the pre-existing buildings. The architect scrupulously designed the volumes in such a way that the right-angled, protruding ground floor could provide room for the necessary functional requirements while the free curves of the upper floor follow their own path, thereby also respecting the the extant courtyard wings.

The new building celebrates the old identity of the convent as well as the new identity of the (very) modern library; in so doing, it also celebrates the modern plurality which can be the ultimate outcome of successful rebuilding.

Karin Theunissen, Technische Universität Delft

Transfer and Metamorphosis Conference, Zurich, June 2008: Program Published and Registration Opened

European Architectural History Network Joint International Conference with the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich (ETH) and the Society of Architectural Historians (SAH)

26 June – 29 June 2008

The program for the EAHN’s first joint international conference, Transfer and Metamorphosis: Architectural Modernity Between Europe and the Americas 1870–1970, has now been published. The conference features twenty-eight papers in six sessions, with speakers coming from a wide variety of countries in Europe, Asia and the Americas. Three keynote addresses will bring all conference participants together to examine major themes, while the working sessions are organized in three groups of two parallel sessions each. Three optional excursions—to modern and contemporary architecture in Zurich and Basel, as well as to Le Corbusier’s early works in La Chaux-de-Fonds—round out the program.

The EAHN will host an information session at the conference on Friday, 27 June, from 16:30-17:30. EAHN committee members will update conference participants about the organization’s latest projects and answer questions. Conference
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participants are cordially invited to offer their ideas and input for the Network at this session.

Those interested in attending the conference are urged to register early and, in particular, to book their hotel accommodations as soon as possible, since the conference coincides with the European Football Championship (UEFA Euro 2008) being held in Zurich this summer.

For complete information, or to register for the conference, visit www.transferandmetamorphosis.org

**EAHN Study Tour to Romania in July 2008**

Join the EAHN on a five-day tour to Bucharest and Bucovina from 1 to 7 July 2008. The tour will begin with three days in Bucharest, where there will be an opportunity to meet with colleagues from the University of Architecture. We will examine Bucharest’s urban development from the Middle Ages through the nineteenth century and then focus on the various forms of architecture in the twentieth century: the national style, modernism, monumental neoclassicism, and the socialist city. We will also visit the open-air Village Museum, which features over fifty examples of rural architecture, before leaving for Suceava. From there we will travel by bus to view some of the painted churches of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, including Voronet, Humor, Moldovita, and Dragomirna, all of which are UNESCO monuments. Their interior and exterior frescoes reveal a complex and fascinating iconography. The tour ends in Bucharest.

As with all tours organized by the EAHN, every attempt will be made to keep the costs of the tour low and to encourage interchange with local experts. Estimated cost without meals or travel to Bucharest is €480. To express interest in participating in the tour or for more information, please contact Carmen Popescu (crmv@clicknet.ro) before April 15.
For further background see the following links:
index2C32.htm

Save the Date: EAHN at SAH 2008, Cincinnati, and Docomomo 2008, Rotterdam

As in recent years, the European Architectural History Network will once again be represented at the Society of Architectural Historians annual meeting this coming April. The EAHN meeting at the SAH conference is scheduled for Thursday, 24 April, from noon to 13:30, in the Mayflower 3 room of the Hilton Cincinnati Netherland Plaza Hotel. Please join EAHN committee members in Cincinnati for the latest information about the Network and stimulating discussion regarding new projects under consideration.

The EAHN will also host an information session at the Docomomo conference in Rotterdam from 13-20 September 2008. Details will be announced in the September issue of the EAHN Newsletter.
Werner Oechslin Library Foundation
Stiftung Bibliothek Werner Oechslin

RESOURCES AND ACTIVITIES
The Werner Oechslin Library, designed by Mario Botta and situated near the Baroque Benedictine abbey in Einsiedeln, Switzerland, opened in June 2006. In the course of almost forty years of collecting, the art and architectural historian Werner Oechslin, who teaches at the ETH Zurich, has amassed over 50,000 books. The core of the library consists of primary sources in the history of architectural theory, from the fifteenth to twentieth centuries, as well as in the related fields of mathematics, history, philosophy, art theory, art history, archaeology and cultural history. The decisive factor has been a *comparanda eruditio* in the ancient sense.

The library thereby follows an old holistic concept of education that is also reflected in the placement and organization of the books. Thus, “architectonics”—in Kant’s sense, “Ich verstehe unter einer Architektonik die Kunst der Systeme”—supplements the architecture as focal point. The library itself is a “form of knowledge,” “mentamente architettato,” as Paolo M. Paciaudi described it. Correspondingly, the library’s interests lie in systematic attempts to understand and substantiate through the sciences and humanities, and this activity confirms the perpetual relevance of studying cultural history. It is about the insights, about the *understanding*, that can be won through the direct testimony of the primary sources. The library is an instrument that deals not only in single books or single pieces of information, but rather in the context of knowledge in every combination imaginable.

The library reflects its founder’s broad interests and methodological explorations. In order to preserve the collection and to enable public access to it, the Werner Oechslin Library Foundation was established in 1998. A board of trustees administers the foundation, and the library can rely on an advisory board of distinguished scholars. The library is linked to the ETH Zurich through a cooperative contract; aspirations exist to tie the library more closely to the ETH and its Department of Architecture. The cataloging of the collection is underway. For further information consult our website [www.bibliothek-oechslin.ch](http://www.bibliothek-oechslin.ch), where one may also sign up for the library’s new electronic newsletter.
The research interests pursued and supported by the library focus on four themes: above all, comprehensively and omnipresently, architectural theory; further, “architectural conversations” dedicated to contemporary questions and their roots in history; Baroque research; and broad inquiries in the Geisteswissenschaften (humanities). Since 2000 an annual Baroque Summer Course has taken place at the library, with various topics (recently: “Forms of Knowledge”; “The Figure of the Architect”; “Holy Mountains”; and, in 2008, “Movement”). The library seeks cooperation with other institutions. With the University of Karlsruhe it organized an international colloquium in 2007, “The Basilica. An Outstanding Building Type of European Architectural History”; with the Roman university La Sapienza, a colloquium on Daniele Barbaro; and at the beginning of 2008 a conference on the theme of “Der neue Mensch” with the society Freundeskreis Paul Goech e.V. from Cologne. Planned for 2008 are conferences on Palladio, the Pantheon, and questions regarding “die Praxis informiert die Theorie” (the impact of practice on theory). The library has facilities to present small exhibitions (through the end of March still: “The Basilica: From ‘aedes sacra’ to ‘New Spatial Art’”). The reading room is available for further cultural events: in 2007 it hosted three concerts. The architect and musician Damian Zangger performed in the library together with his ensemble as part of his project “Musical Encounters with Architecture.” In September 2008 he will accompany readings by the actress Verena Buss who will read from Dante’s Divina Commedia on two days. An evening with the cabaret performer Margrit Läubli is also planned.

The library’s group of supporting members, Friends of the Werner Oechslin Library, has published the bulletin Scholion since 2000; it serves as the institution’s official publication. In addition to substantial scholarly essays on topics dealing with the collections and thematic orientation of the library, it presents reports about library events and other activities, book acquisitions, and exhibitions.

Library staff currently consists of a librarian, a coordinator of scholarly programs, and an administrative assistant. Qualified scholars may consult the library collection by appointment.

**Aims and Philosophy**

It was a long path from the first ideas for the library to the groundbreaking, from there through establishing the library foundation, and finally to the completion of the library building. The concept of a “path” presented itself very naturally as the basic idea for the library building itself as well as its deeper meaning. Across the property where the library now stands, the old pilgrimage road to Santiago de Compostela used to run. An old, mid-nineteenth century house already existed on the property, facing the Baroque façade of the abbey of Einsiedeln and thus called “Gottshuslugeten” (roughly: “God’s house lookout point”). Coming from the south, one would see the abbey from here for the first time. Or one turned away from the abbey here in order to travel farther south, as for example Goethe did. The library was to lie along this path.

Nothing makes more sense than to understand the visit to a library and the associated activity pursued there, “reading and understanding,” as “taking a few more steps through life.” For Mario Botta, the path became a pencil line and the pencil line became a wall out of rosso di Verona. The rest was the inevitable result of the (rising) terrain and the narrow building site available between some old trees and the hill, against which the building flexes itself with its long convex flank. Thus, one ascends to the library with a stairway and, once at the top, pauses. One finds oneself in an entrance zone in which it is explained how libraries were “invented” with Alexander the Great’s order to store Homer’s writings in the sarcophagus of Achilles.
The library as the extension of history through memory: “vita memoriae”!
According to an old custom, the library does not try to explain itself and its aspirations simply with books, but also with images, sculpture (such as plaster busts) and inscriptions. When one enters the reading room from the side of the corridor (the “path”)—past what is perhaps the most famous library inscription “psychēs iatreion,” the metaphor of a hospital for the soul—one discovers more inscriptions on the reading room ceiling. The first reads “díc cur hic.” Leibniz translated this into the French “Où en sommes-nous?”, and suggested that one should pause, occasionally indulge oneself in a moment of reflection, breathe deeply, and think. Schelling, on the other hand, selected “díc cur hic” as the motto of his inaugural lecture in Berlin in which he justified his claim to Hegel’s professorial chair. Here too, this yields the notion of a constant reassurance about the meaning of one’s (intellectual) action. On the wall of the stairway underneath this inscription one finds Schopenhauer’s concept of “peregrinatio.” And underneath this, in turn, hangs an image of Odysseus, finally back in Ithaca and recognized only by his dog.

Again and again, the theme of the path! Embodied in a “Trojan cycle” with all of its misleading trails which yet are ultimately right on target! One sees Melancholia, and in the same posture of the thinker, a Salvator Rosa engraving of the heir and successor of the Trojan story, Aeneas, who is in the middle of dreaming and, according to Virgil, is told by the face in the dream, “Hic tibi certa domus.” This is how to interpret it: the books have—finally—found their house, their library.

Of course all these references are tailor-made for the nature of a library in the humanities. The library bases its deeper motivation in the historic dynamic of constant change and transformation precisely because absolute certainty—apart from the purely mathematical—cannot be found. The library user, in the “image” of the Trojan cycle, can experience this concretely for himself. A moveable stairway allows one to reach the books along the upper half of the wall, a siege tower adapted to peaceful purposes; a Trojan horse therefore, that had already provoked Argyropoulos to exclaim, “tamquam ex equo Troiano quamplures prodiere viri eruditissimi” in the face of the Medicean cultural flowering. Claude Clément, in his important early theory of libraries, ties this metaphor to the comparanda eruditio which he propagates as an essential principle of libraries: education and culture are things that one shares, transmits, and opens to comparison, and only thereby do they take on cultural meaning. The library vouches for this.

Understanding is achieved through the senses, according to the motto et visui et usui of a Nuremberg librarian named Leibnitz. Thus, one links up with both the old (mnemotechnical) and the new (Warburg’s dictum about the “good neighborliness” of the book) concepts of a library, in which the order of the books
does not just abstractly symbolize a deeper order of meaning, but also embodies it concretely. In view of today’s flood of information and the proverbial lack of an overview, a reminder of the library as an instrument for orientation, referring to the whole of knowledge and education, was more than called for.

The library is more than the sum of its books, it is a form of knowledge in and of itself, that one first perceives as a whole, and in which a certain order assures that the whole and the parts relate to each other, so that the reader—thanks to this order—finds his way about, and, what is decisive, so that he lets himself be inspired and sustained by that which has already been thought, the _viri eruditissimi_ of the Trojan horse. It is no mere coincidence that the books on modern architectural theory end up being placed above the books on classical architecture (Le Corbusier in the top level over Blondel in the lower level). The external order stands emblematically for an internal order, in the sense that this can be comprehended as a hint, as a memory crutch and a stimulus for the user.

The library as a whole, therefore, is brought together in a room, or several rooms. That here, in the end, books, bookshelves, and architecture enter into a symbiotic relationship with each other is practically self-explanatory. One finds the “architectonics,” the “art of the systems,” whereby an old (and a new) tradition is reinforced. In the library this is realized concretely, physically, and materially, along with the—for this reason—“sense-ible and meaning-full” order of the library: _visui et usui_. With such concepts one finds oneself in the middle of a long tradition of libraries and knowledge.

Werner Oechslin
Stiftung Bibliothek Werner Oechslin and
Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule (ETH), Zürich

Translation: Susan Klaiber

FOR FURTHER READING:
Seljuk Architecture and Urbanism in Anatolia

This essay provides a guide to the most important Seljuk sites in the city of Konya and offers an overview of Seljuk history and of Seljuk cities in Anatolia.

Historic Background

Seljuk is a general name given to the Turcoman groups settled in Anatolia at the end of the eleventh century. The house of Seljuk originated north of the Caspian and Aral Seas in the Oghuz confederacy. In the tenth century the Seljuks migrated from their ancestral homelands into mainland Persia, where they founded the Iran Seljuk Sultanate or Great Seljuk Empire. Between the eleventh and thirteenth centuries, Seljuks gradually migrated to western Asia and took control of the cities of eastern and central Anatolia where Seljuk chieftains and army commanders established city-states. Contrary to popular misconceptions, the early Seljuks were not illiterate nomads, but pursued a sedentary life before their migration to Iran and Anatolia. As Richard N. Frye points out, “Turks were town and village dwellers, except in regions where natural conditions imposed a nomadic life on them.”* The members of the Seljuk family accepted Islam in the last decades of the tenth century near the city of Jand. Their subsequent progress towards the west attested to their will and ambition to make their mark among the Middle Eastern nations.

The Crusades caused great unrest in the region from the late eleventh century through the thirteenth century. The fall of Constantinople to the Europeans in 1204 during the Fourth Crusade, and the consequent rupture of Byzantine hegemony, gave an impetus to Seljuk expansion and consolidation of power in Central Anatolia after years of strife.

The reigns of Gıyasaddin Kaihusrav (1204-11), Izzaddin Kaikavus (1211-19) and Alaeddin Kaykubad I (1220-37) were periods of prosperity. Cities thrived and old Roman highways (the so-called silk road) leading to Iran, Central Asia and China were restored and furnished with hundreds of hams (lodges for merchants, caravanserai). Among the highways, the Konya-Aksaray-Kayseri-Sivas-Erzincan route on the east-west axis was the main artery for the flow of resources and services between these cities and neighboring countries. The harbors of Trabzon and Sinop in the north, and Antalya and Alanya in the south were the terminal points of a north-south route intersecting the main artery. These provided

secure shelters for Muslim and Christian merchants sailing in the Mediterranean and Black Seas.

In the Seljuk administrative system, autonomous local rulers owned and taxed the lands they ruled in the provinces. Malik (dynasty-like sultans’ progeny), or the military (subashi) and civilian governors (shams) were in charge of these administrative units. Governors owned armed forces and public organizations and minted local currency. The center of this shared authority was Konya, from which the Seljuk sultan held sway over muliks and governors. An able and powerful ruler, Alāddin Kaykubād I (1220-1237), changed this system and established centralized governance that survived until the Mongol domination in the mid thirteenth century. After 1235, Seljuk sultans acted as vassals of the Mongol (later Ilkhanid) rulers.

ANATOLIAN SELJUK CITIES

A typical Seljuk city included inner and outer walls reinforced with bastions encircling the city in two layers. There are two types of double-walled citadel formation. In cities like Ankara, the citadel is on top of a hill overlooking the plains around it. The walls of the outer citadel extend down the slopes of the hill. In cities at the center of large agricultural estates like Konya, the citadel is in the flat plain. In general, while the inner citadel housed a garrison (ahmadaq), palaces, official buildings, mansions of the state officials, the citadel mosque and cisterns, the outer citadel contained the trade center, great mosque, educational institutions and further official buildings like a council house (divanhana, as in Kayseri). Residential quarters were located both inside and outside the outer citadel.

As the threat from Crusader and Byzantine armies waned, community buildings were also built in neighborhoods outside the outer citadel. Open areas (maydan, sahne) outside the walls were used for communal gatherings like sport facilities. Peripatetic Seljuk rulers favored a pastoral life, so pavilions and kiosks in suburban palaces were built in the countryside next to natural and artificial lakes and agricultural estates near the cities.

The Seljuk territories supported lively international exchange. The Genoese Consulate in Sivas and the Venetian Consulate in Konya promoted intense continental trade activity facilitated by the highways and hans constructed under the Seljuks. Several cities boasted quarters for the Christian (Greek and Armenian) and Jewish communities. In Kayseri, Latin merchants from Pisa were an active group. Armenians had their own markets (han) called ermenhâna in some cities. We learn from travelers’ accounts that no visible barriers like walls were placed between groups of different religions and races in the cities.

Seljuk cities were centers of rich and diversified trade, crafts, and manufacturing. In urban bazaars called suq-i sultanı (han), traders and craftsmen were active in their own quarters named after their professions such as grocers or tailors; special bazaars existed for manufacturers of copper and iron merchandise. Leather manufacturers had plants next to rivers on the outskirts of the cities. Open markets like the horse bazaar were likewise on the fringes. Agricultural products were widely traded in these markets.

Baths (hammam) with separate sections for men and women were usually next to great mosques in trade centers. Institutions of learning (madrasa) were established around the inner citadels to attract students of diverse sects and socio-cultural backgrounds. These were founded to train students in subjects like Islamic law, traditions (hadith) and medicine. Guild organizations (ahı) in cities used dervish lodges (zaviye) for communal gatherings, learning and ritual performances. The great mosque, neighborhood masjid, Koran schools (dar’ul kurra), and tombs (kumbad) were other buildings in dense urban fabric of the Seljuk cities. Monumental buildings were built by charitable trusts and protected with deeds.

The medieval cities of Anatolia with new public institutions and their novel monumental architecture demonstrate that the Seljuks were long familiar with similar urban settings before their arrival to this land. In every field, the Seljuks synthesized local elements with the ones they brought from Iran and Central Asia and borrowed from neighboring Islamic lands.

THE SELJUK CAPITAL: KONYA

Konya is in the middle of the plateau of the same name. Its long history includes periods as a Phrygian, Greek and Roman city. St. Paul visited Konya, which then became one of the foremost Christian centers in Anatolia. Briefly ruled by Arabs in the eighth century, it was captured by the Seljuks in the second half of the
eleventh century and made their capital after the fall of İznik (Nicaea) during the First Crusade. Konya prospered during the reigns of Izzaddin Kaykâvus and Alâeddin Kaykubâd in the first half of the thirteenth century. In 1221 a new wall, four kilometers long, was built around the city, and construction of a number of monumental public buildings followed this.

**Significant Buildings**

**Alâeddin Mosque**

Alâeddin Mosque is the Friday (or Great) mosque of Konya located on top of the so-called Alâeddin Hill, an ancient tumulus inhabited in earlier periods. Adjacent to the mosque were the palace quarters of the Seljuk sultans. The mosque was built before 1155 by Sultan Mas’ud and reconstructed in the first quarter of the thirteenth century by Sultan Izzaddin Kaykâvus and Sultan Alâeddin Kaykubâd. The inscriptions on its north façade, added by several Seljuk rulers, render the mosque a symbol of Seljuk royal presence. While the east wing of the interior is a typical Arabic or Kufa-type hypostyle, the west wing contains an Iranian-type central axis embracing a mihrab, a maqsura dome and an iwan-like projection to north (iwan: vaulted room walled on the three sides). Hence two streams of influence, Arabic (hypostyle) and Iranian (maqsura dome), are combined in an Anatolian mosque. The courtyard on the north contains two polygonal royal tombs (kumbad) built for prominent members of the Seljuk dynasty.

To the northeast of the mosque one sees the remains of the Alâeddin Kiosk, a pavilion built over the only remaining wall of the inner citadel of Konya.

**İnce Minareli Madrasa**

On the north and west of the Alâeddin Hill are two remaining Seljuk high schools (madrasa). The western one is called İnce Minareli after a thin minaret attached to a masjid adjacent to its façade. It was a school of theology (dar’ul hadis) built in 1260-65. The name of its architect is inscribed as “Amel-i Koluk bin Abdullah” (work of Koluk bin Abdullah) inside the two symmetrical rosettes on the portal, a rare example of a designer’s name recorded on an Islamic monument. Behind the portal is a vaulted square vestibule leading to a central domed space. The dome with oculus leans on fan-pendentives on the corners and the...
walls of the cubic substructure. Hence, the building is a type called “enclosed madrasa” in Anatolia (others are “open madrasa” with an unenclosed, arcaded courtyard). The enclosed type of Anatolian Seljuk madrasa is unprecedented in Iran or elsewhere.

Underneath the dome, a square pool is sunken into the floor giving the impression of an inner courtyard. A monumental iwan fronts this court on the west and domed square rooms flank it on the two sides. Student cells open to the court on north and south sides. The unique portal of the madrasa is one of the most intricately ornamented Seljuk portals. A twofold Koranic inscription band (divine logos) runs along the center of the portal, interlacing and knotting together above the gate. Along with this, abstract sacred trees (or eagles) inserted in two corner niches above the gate and bands of floral designs framing the portal symbolize the world created by God as a transitory realm in a way specific to Seljuk Anatolia. Today, Ince Minareli Madrasa is a museum of Seljuk sculpture.

**Karatay Madrasa**
Calâddin Karatay, a vizier of Sultan Izzaddin Kaykâvus, founded Karatay Madrasa (completed 1251-52). It also falls into the enclosed-madrasa group with its main iwan, flanking rooms and student cells. A prominent portal gives way to a square entrance section once covered with a dome in the southeastern corner. The architectural ornament of the portal is rich in cosmological symbolism, which is also found elsewhere in the building. Inside the madrasa, the stars in four concentric lines on mosaic tiles of the strikingly beautiful dome create an image of rotating heavens with the central aperture as sun or sky gate. Karatay Madrasa is now a museum of Seljuk tiles brought from the suburban Kubâdabay Palace on the shores of Beysehir close to Konya.

**Mawlawî Convent**
Mawlânâ Celâlîddîn-i Rümi (1207-73) made a substantial mark on Seljuk arts and letters with his original Sufi philosophy (Tasavvuf) and literary writings. He also founded the Muslim sect called Mowlawiyah. After his death, Mawlânà was buried in a rose garden outside the city walls of Konya. This simple garden was transformed into a sacred precinct through the construction over several centuries of various sect buildings such as the Mowlâwi Convent (dargâh), the maşjd
and the whirling hall (samāhānā). The tomb of Mawlānā with its turquoise-colored conical cap is the most remarkable part of the complex; it was originally built in 1274 and later restored in the fourteenth century. North of the tomb is a kind of domed vestibule where dervishes gathered before the sema (whirling) ceremony. The samāhānā is a large square space covered with a dome and flanked by private lodges for musicians and spectators; west of this is the domed masjid area. Sultan Sulayman the Magnificent constructed both the masjid and samāhānā in the sixteenth century. Dervish cells flank the courtyard of the convent. The large room on the southwestern side was for the sheikh (religious leader) of the convent and a kitchen is adjacent to it. Today the convent is a museum where objects from the former sect center in the complex are exhibited.

SAHIP ATA MOSQUE AND CONVENT
Sahip Ata Mosque was founded in 1298 by Sahip Ata, vizier of Sultan Izzaddin Kaykāvūs II, and built by the architect Amele Koluk - bin Abdullah. The portal and miḥrāb of the old mosque and its convent are intact today. The former original mosque had wooden posts supporting a ceiling made of timber. This type is called a “wooden-pillared mosque.”

ZAZADIN HAN (SAADETTIN CARAVANSERAI, INN FOR MERCHANTS)
This han is on the road to Akzayar, twenty-two kilometers from Konya. Zazadin Han was built in 1237 by Saadettin, the architect and also vizier (prime minister) of Sultan Alāʾaddin Kaykūbād. Hans in Iran and Central Asia from the eleventh to thirteenth centuries are single or double-sectioned mud-brick structures with huge iwans at the midpoints around open courtyards. The enclosed section of an Anatolian han is an oblong building with a nave-like central axis and aisle-like corridors perpendicular to it. The fine masonry of the vaults and walls as well as the building techniques are reminiscent of medieval Christian cathedrals in Caucasia and eastern Anatolia. Local influence is apparent. The open courtyard, iwans in many examples, portals, fortress-like appearance, embrasures and undecorated surfaces still suggest Iranian and Central Asian predominance.

Ali Uzay Peker
Middle East Technical University (METU), Ankara
Other Major Seljuk Cities in Central Anatolia

Cities featuring extant Seljuk urban topography and buildings:
- Niğde, Akkara, Kayseri, Sivas, Divriği, Tokat, Amasya

Great Han (caravanserai) between these cities:
- Horozlu Han Konya, Han, Ağılkara Han Akkaray, Sultan Han Akkaray, Sultan Han Kayseri, Taratay Han Kayseri
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PIERRE CUYPERS AND DUTCH ARCHITECTURE:
THREE EXHIBITIONS AND THREE BOOKS

Cuypers / Architectuur met een missie / Architecture with a Mission
Curator: Linda Vlassenrood
Nederlands Architectuurinstituut (NAi), Rotterdam
22 September 2007 to 6 February 2008

Netherlands Architecture Institute (NAi) Maastricht, Wiebenga Hall
23 September 2007 to 6 February 2008

Architect Pierre Cuypers (1827 – 1921) vernieuwer vanuit het verleden
Stedelijk Museum Roermond
16 September 2007 to 17 February 2008

Hetty Berens, editor
P. J. H. Cuypers (1827 – 1921). Het complete werk
Contributions by Jan Bank, Hetty Berens, Loes van Harrevelt, Ida Jager, Barbara Laan, Wilfred van Leeuwen, Jan de Maeyer, David Mulder, Mariet Willinge
Rotterdam: NAi Publishers, 2007, 400 pp., many color + b/w illus., € 59.50

A. J. C. van Leeuwen
Pierre Cuypers, architect 1827 – 1921
Zwolle: Waanders and Rijksdienst voor archeologie, cultuurlandschap en monumenten, Amersfoort: Zeist, 2007, 344 pp., 149 color + 113 b/w illus., €39.95
ISBN: 9789040084010

Ileen Montijn
Pierre Cuypers. Schoonheid als hartstocht

Pierre Cuypers, Great Hall of Royal Waiting Room, Centraal Station, Amsterdam, 1889. Cuypers's design included details such as the parquet floor and carpets.
Photograph: RACM, Amersfoort, from Van Leeuwen, p. 160

Photograph: Racm, Amersfoort, from Van Leeuwen, p. 160
Pierre Cuypers was born 181 years ago but he died only 87 years ago. During his long life Cuypers shaped the Dutch skyline by designing numerous Catholic churches throughout the Netherlands. While many of them have already been demolished and any number were never erected, nonetheless his designs dominate Dutch landscapes both urban and rural. Cuypers’s work and personality towered over Dutch architectural culture for more than fifty years. His fame and notoriety grew after he moved to Amsterdam in 1865 where he designed an entire Catholic enclave including his own house and a church, then garnered the most attention for his Rijksmuseum and Central Station. Almost from the start of his career Cuypers succeeded in becoming the first and most important Dutch Catholic master builder, casting himself as the reborn medieval master (Dombaumeister) of the guild (bouwloods, Bauhütte). At the end of his life he was generally considered to be the grandfather of Dutch architectural modernism. His archive in the Netherlands Architecture Institute is probably the largest of any single architect in the world. This inventory of this vast collection of artifacts and documents was finally completed in 2007, making it available for restoration and research.

Exhibiting architecture is always difficult, but in the case of Cuypers even more so because he himself always tried to create a Gesamtkunstwerk using a plethora of available techniques and crafts. It mattered little if the work in question was his own invention or was based on what he considered restoration, that is, a construction of how he imagined a building had been or should have been in the past. People react with either appreciation or approbation to the total control he exacted at every point, the adjustment of form and color to scale, and the resultant creation of rhythm in the composition. Much of this is still visible in the buildings that have survived, but much has been destroyed or altered, especially in churches that have been re-used or whitewashed. Documentation of every phase of design, including correspondence with contractors and clients, has often survived. For the Rijksmuseum and the reconstruction of Castle De Haar in Haarzuilens we have particularly rich sources that reveal innumerable designs, redesigns, models and sketches. This poses a challenge to the exhibition curator: how to provide an overview of Cuypers’s oeuvre and at the same time be selective? The two NAI exhibitions each picked a single year that could be used as a touchstone for the power, influence and position of this architect in his long life.

The exhibition in Rotterdam focused on the year 1877, when Cuypers moved to his new house in Amsterdam and was reshaping large parts of the Dutch capital. One could say he was at the summit of his power. He was at the same time overseeing two of the largest building projects in the Netherlands, the Rijksmuseum (1875 – 1889) and the Central Station (1875 – 1883). He was also being consulted on nearly every restoration in the Netherlands while still finding time to participate internationally in many important organizations. These activities elicited envy and even hatred. In many influential papers and magazines people talked about what they called the ‘towering madness’ (toren dolheid) of the many towers on Cuypers’ churches. The Neo-Gothic forms he often chose were regarded as visual signs of a conspiracy to transform Holland back into a Roman Catholic nation (terroorsching). In the exhibition, the words of praise from his Catholic friends and the critical phrases of his opponents were printed on large banners placed throughout the installation. But the exhibition itself did not really focus on the discussions. Indeed, it was hard to find any focus at all since the full range of Cuypers’s activities and media were used to show off the rich material of the archives. The good thing about the show in Rotterdam was that the organizers abstained from attempting complete reconstructions of environments. The bad thing was that the criteria for selection were not clear. Although the Central Station and Rijksmuseum were massive undertakings, requiring the circulation of many plans, elevations, and other drawings, the display gave no indication of Cuypers’s challenge in controlling the building process. Cuypers’s new home in Amsterdam in a complex eclectic style was not put into any relation to his work, his life, or his marriage. Given the lack of context provided in the exhibition, it could have been a design for any client. To understand how the four different houses Cuypers built for himself and his family expressed different meanings, situations and positions in relation to other architects and architectural theories, one has to read the article by David Mulder in the exhibition catalogue.

The show at Maastricht takes 1897 as the point of departure and considers the festivities at the time of Cuypers’s 70th birthday and the discussions it engendered about his contributions to Dutch culture. Cuypers’s position in Dutch architectural culture seems to have shifted dramatically. In 1897 he is seen as the first rationalist and the master builder who preserved the position of the architect as...
the individual who controls all aspects of design and construction. It is true that many architects who played a role in revolutionizing Dutch architecture either worked for Cuypers or studied with him or people from his firm. But as in Rotterdam one can only guess this by reading the banners.

The exhibition displays a project at the heart of the final years of his career, one that met with a good deal of criticism as well as praise. Between 1892 – 1915 Cuypers and his son Joseph transformed the age-old ruins of Castle De Haar into one of the most luxurious living machines ever built in the Netherlands. Restoring and reconstructing the medieval castle and church for the Baron Etienne Van Zuylen van Nyevelt, who married the very rich baroness Helène Rothschild in 1887, was as much about installing modern facilities and using the most modern construction techniques as it was about recreating a feudal atmosphere. An entire village near the ruins was demolished and a new village was built. Fake old farmhouses were used to house cars and horses. Documentation from sketches to models, from stencils to contemporary photographs are shown. The photographs are of special interest in the Cuypers collection, as Loes van Harrevelt demonstrates in her chapter in the catalogue. An article by Barbara Laan devoted almost solely to the dining room in Castle De Haar demonstrates in detail how every aspect of the design of the castle was discussed by the Cuypers, father and son, and the baron.

In both exhibitions the original material, which is for the most part colorful and decorative, was presented around sub-themes in a clean and simple design of tables and room space-dividers without ceilings. This worked better in the central and spacious exhibition hall in Rotterdam than in the space of the Wiebenga Hall in Maastricht, which was not very well-lighted and has a considerably lower ceiling.

The relation between exhibition and building was far more complex in Roermond. Roermond is Cuypers’s birthplace and the city where he started and ended his career. The museum, one of the first projects by Cuypers after his training at the Beaux Arts School in Antwerp, is partly modernized and partly restored. It was both home and workplace (1853) of Pierre Cuypers and the firm Cuypers & Georges

Pierre and Joseph Cuypers, Castle De Haar, Haarzuilens, 1892–1915
Photograph: Delphoht for Immere, from Montijn, pp. 82–83
en Stoltzenberg, which furnished and refurnished more than a hundred churches and other buildings. Production was organized according to the model of a building guild combining training with the production of sculpture, furniture and all the other elements that are part of a building. Copies of medieval examples were made but increasingly free inventions were also produced. The exhibition was based on results of the research by the cultural historical research firm Res nova on the house itself and the way Cuypers lived and worked there. This research also led to digital reconstructions produced by Maurer Architects United, which still can be viewed in Roermond and on the exhibition website; the latter also includes a Cuypers game.

Among the books that appeared during the 2007 “Year of Cuypers,” Ileen Montijn has written a sketch of Pierre Cuypers’s impassioned life, which was devoted to constructing a society and environment that would develop into as beautiful and as social a place as the Middle Ages had been, following the visions of both Pugin and Viollet-le-Duc. Montijn based her book on the research of Wies van Leeuwen and the team working on the catalogue accompanying the NAI exhibitions. She tries to show people who have never heard about Cuypers the importance of his architecture and the vision behind it.

At the other end of the scale is the work of Wilfred (Wies) van Leeuwen, who in 1995 published a widely praised dissertation about Cuypers and the construction of the past. One could interpret his new book as the scholarly counterpart to his position as president of the Cuypers Society (Cuypers Genootschap), which has tried to prevent twentieth-century visions of the past from destroying nineteenth-century visions in the name of restoration. More than four years of intensive research have gone into Van Leeuwen’s attempt to integrate Cuypers’s activities as restoration architect and restoration consultant into the story of Cuypers’s life. The book is not chronological; it is structured around themes that play a major role in the life of every architect from early modern times onwards. It starts with the personality of the architect, his family, friends and his operations as head of a business. It moves on to discuss “space” and shows how the architect found and created increasingly greater niches in Dutch society to produce his vision of architecture, town, and landscape. The theme “time” develops the argument presented.
in Van Leeuwen’s dissertation further but also shows how the “architect doctus” tried to use history, philosophy and a strong belief to create a future. This leads to the last theme “heritage.” In this part Cuypers’s point of view, as well as the myth around his person and his buildings, is evaluated.

If Van Leeuwen’s book is the result of almost a lifetime of research centered on one person, the book produced by the NAi tries to open up new fields of research and presents at times conflicting views on the place of Cuypers in Dutch and European architectural history. In the NAi book the chapter by Van Leeuwen claims that Cuypers may be compared with other great Neo-Gothic architects who considered him an important colleague such as Augustus Welby Pugin, George Gilbert Scott, William Burges, Jean Baptiste Lassus, Eugène-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc, Georg Gottlob Ungewitter, Conrad Hase, Jan Béthune, Friedrich von Schmidt, and his Belgian friend Joris Helleputte. But the main focus of the chapter is Cuypers’s failure to win the style war with the government, clients and architects who considered the Neo-Renaissance to be the Dutch national style, in spite of his rationalist arguments. This very failure made Cuypers a hero in the eyes of the next generation, who wanted to reject historic styles and develop rationalism further. For the past fifteen years or more, Auke van der Woud has opposed this view of Cuypers as the knot in the “Tree of Jesse” of Dutch Modernism, leading to Berlage and then Oud. In an international context, he considers Cuypers to be no more than a footnote to the story of Catholic Neo-Gothicism. It is a pity that his contribution to this book did not materialize as announced. Certainly the Cuypers, father and son, Berlage and probably even Oud firmly believed in the story. Hetty Berens’s contribution about the history of the Cuypers archive collection begins to suggest how Cuypers grew into a giant compared to his contemporaries.

Cuypers enjoyed being honored as ‘master of the guild or masterbuilder,’ as Dom Bauemeister or bouwmeester, a term he preferred to that of architect. Ida Jager explains in her chapter that Cuypers, like the master masons practicing in the Middle Ages, traveled extensively in order to become acquainted with his sources.
which he considered to be European. He believed travel essential to knowing his roots (“le voyage pour connaître ma source”). Jan de Mayer takes the story one step further by claiming that the nineteenth century was far more a century of internationalization than is generally recognized. In this international field Cuypers was connected with all the main figures in architectural culture. He both knew them personally and read them. So it is understandable that even during his lifetime people called Cuypers the “Dutch Viollet-Le-Duc.” De Mayer goes further and sees him as a man who combined the best of Pugin and Viollet-Le-Duc. Jan Bank tells the complex story of the official equality of religion in the Netherlands when the king and the majority of the inhabitants of the Netherlands, especially in Holland, considered Protestantism the core of Dutch identity. Restoring the hierarchy of bishoprics and the subsequent increase in church building was therefore debated as much and as violently in Cuypers’s time as the building of monumental mosques is debated in the Netherlands nowadays. The emancipation of the Dutch Roman Catholics can be demonstrated perfectly by showing how Cuypers and his network came into ever more powerful positions. Cuypers was a politician; he was a member of the city council in Amsterdam and later also in Roermond.

The debate over Cuypers’s significance will continue and maybe become even more lively once Aart Oxenaar’s book on Cuypers is published this spring. Perhaps the Cuypers year signifies not so much a conclusion as much as an invitation to further research now that the full panorama of this architect’s work has been displayed so completely in the NAi catalogue. It should soon be possible to compare the position of Cuypers with his contemporaries. And it would be challenging to compare the current restoration and restructuring of Amsterdam Central Station, the Rijksmuseum and Castle De Haar at Haarzuilens with restorations where there are hardly any archival sources and where study of the physical building itself is almost all that can guide the designs.

Rob Dettingmeijer
Universiteit Utrecht
EXHIBITION REVIEW

Peter Zumthor
Curator: Thomas Durisch
Film Installation: Nicole Six and Paul Petritsch

Kunsthaus Bregenz
29 September 2007 to 20 January 2008

The largest piece in the Peter Zumthor exhibition at the Kunsthaus Bregenz this winter was, of course, the museum itself, built by Zumthor between 1994-1997 at the lakefront on Lake Constance. The outside of the four-story cube is covered in overlapping glass shingles; light enters the large exhibition spaces horizontally above the bare concrete walls and is refracted down evenly via its translucent ceilings. The building’s stark interior spaces proved perfect for the occasion of showing Peter Zumthor’s buildings and projects from 1986 to 2007 with their emphasis on materiality and architectural essence.

Models on the ground floor of the museum included the Kunsthaus Bregenz, the Bruder Klaus Chapel, and an impressive cast concrete model of the addition to the Cologne Kolumba Museum, complete with a little wooden stair that allowed visitors to stick their head inside the model at eye level, in order to experience its lighting and spatial complexity.

The darkened first and second floors were entirely devoted to film presentations by Nicole Six and Paul Petritsch on six large floor-to-ceiling screens—a fitting and highly convincing tribute to the master’s work, and the part of the exhibition that left the most lasting impression. Each group of six screens presented a corresponding group of six High Definition videos which played for forty minutes; the groups of videos were each devoted to one of twelve selected Zumthor buildings, which, in turn, had each been filmed by six stationary cameras on the interior and exterior. The cameras did not move and thus each film presented a continuous still view of a corner or a detail. The position of the six large translucent screens precisely recreated the spatial configuration of the six cameras that had filmed the building, sometimes showing another camera calmly standing in the space, recording. The distance between screen and projector recreated the original distance between

Peter Zumthor
Model Swiss Sound Box, Swiss Pavilion, EXPO 2000 Hanover, 2000
Model Kolumba Art Museum, Cologne, Germany, 2007
(from left to right)
Installation view ground floor,
Kunsthaus Bregenz
© Peter Zumthor, Kunsthaus Bregenz
Photo: Markus Tretter

Peter Zumthor
Bauten und Projekte 1986 - 2007
Film installation by Nicole Six and Paul Petritsch
Installation view 1st floor,
Kunsthaus Bregenz
© Nicole Six and Paul Petritsch, Kunsthaus Bregenz
Photo: Markus Tretter
camera and building and represented the view in a scale close to a 1:1 representation of reality. This elaborate setup meant that the future position of the screens in the gallery spaces had informed the precise location of the cameras when the filming took place, thus grafting one spatial configuration onto another. Film and architecture hardly ever intersected more meaningfully.

This calm, unyielding gaze at a part of a building turned out to be a very efficient means of giving the visitor a feel for the powerful presence of Zumthor’s structures, which are aimed so much at authenticity of architectural experience. A slight movement of the grass in the wind, slowly tracking clouds and occasional visitors were the only signs of life in these images that evoked the century-old dialogue between the still and the moving image.

On the high-ceilinged third floor Zumthor had assembled working models, material samples, drawings and occasional photographs of twenty-nine projects on long tables that gave the space the feel of a workshop. They made apparent what Peter Zumthor meant when he described his own approach to architecture as characterized by “a particular thoroughness in solving tasks.” The sections on the creative process leading to each building document an exhaustive search for the essential, most profound response to each functional, spatial and material challenge, and thus for the essence of architecture. Among the projects were his well-known baths in Vals, Switzerland (1996) with their sequence of spaces carved out from walls of dense layers of local granite, his own house and atelier in Haldenstein (1986, 2005), the Swiss pavilion at the Hannover Expo 2000 or the small oval Sogn Benedetg Chapel (1988) high in the Graubünden mountains. More than most contemporary architects, Zumthor has the ability to reach for one simple, essential idea in each project, an idea that is then carried out with utmost clarity and determination.

The exhibition provided rich insights into the creative process in Zumthor’s studio and, through the film installations by Six and Petritsch, succeeded—as architecture exhibitions hardly ever do—in offering a convincing and moving encounter with the presence of the actual buildings.

Dietrich Neumann
Brown University
In the introduction to his essay on architecture, Abbé Laugier claims that in those arts which are not purely mechanical it is not sufficient to know how to work; it is above all important to learn to think. But how should one then think about architecture, or rather, think in architecture? Is there a specific architectural way of thinking, as opposed to, say, an art historical way of looking at a building? Can design be a form of thinking? Or does it all boil down to subjective taste?

The 3rd International Meeting on the Research of Modern Architecture, organised by the Alvar Aalto Academy, examines the points of contact, the influences and effects, the interactions and affiliations, the correlations and cross-fertilisations, the bonds and links between thinking, designing, and building.

The meeting brings together practicing architects and architectural pedagogues, philosophers and art historians, sociologists and cultural theorists. In addition to presentations by distinguished invited speakers, as


Organization:
Kari Jormakka and the Alvar Aalto Academy
Venue:
Main Auditorium
Jyväskylä University
Jyväskylä, Finland
Information:
www.alvaraalto.fi/conferences/2008/

GERMANY
COTTBUS

THIRD INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON CONSTRUCTION HISTORY

May 2009

The organizing committee will take up the very constructive stimuli and ideas for the future development of the international community of construction history, which were discussed at the end of the Cambridge Conference. Several German colleagues have already announced their assistance. The congress will include a 3-4 day conference program, and 1-2 days of various guided tours to monuments of construction history in the region as well as in Berlin, Potsdam, Dresden and Leipzig. A post-conference program will be offered including two guided tours to Poland to visit the famous Dirschau Bridge near Gdansk and Max Berg’s Jahrhunderthalle in Wroclaw.

Organization:
The Berlin-Brandenburg Construction History Group
Contact:
Brandenburgische Technische Universitat Cottbus,
BTU, Chair of Construction History and Structural Preservation
REGENSBURG

45TH CONFERENCE OF THE KOLDEWY-GESELLSCHAFT, ASSOCIATION FOR HISTORICAL BUILDING RESEARCH

45. TAGUNG DER KOLDEWY-GESELLSCHAFT, VEREINIGUNGEN FÜR BAUGESCHICHTLICHE FORSCHUNG

30 April - 4 May 2008

The conference will have two main sections: a programmatic one with the title "Mason’s lodge, building school, building enterprise - Organisation and transmission of knowledge in architecture", and another one presenting "Reports on current research". Guided tours to monuments in and around Regensburg will be offered.


WÜRZBURG

FIRST CONFERENCE OF THE “NEW FORUM FOR ITALIAN ART HISTORY”: PAINTING IN ARCHITECTURE

ERSTE ARBEITSTAGUNG “NEUES FORUM KUNSTGESCHICHTE ITALIENS”: MALEREI IN DER ARCHITEKTUR

9-11 March 2008

The conference features thirteen speakers who explore the interactions between painting and architecture in a variety of Italian monuments spanning the medieval and early modern periods.

In addition, the conference constitutes the first working meeting of the New Forum for Italian Art History, founded at the 29th Conference of German Art Historians in Regensburg. Discussion about future goals and organisation of the New Forum will play an important role at the Würzburg conference.

Registration mandatory at wuerzburg@kunsthistoriker.org. With your registration, please mention if you would like to take part in the tour of Tiepolo’s Kaisersaal frescoes on the scaffolding of the current restoration.


Zur konstituierenden Arbeitstagung ergeht hiermit herzliche Einladung nach Würzburg. Ihr Thema “Malerei in der Architektur”, ebenfalls in Regensburg beschlossen, stieß beim call for papers auf großes Interesse und bietet mit einem inhaltlich und methodisch weitge spannten Programm einen idealen Anfang für eine kontinuierliche und fruchtbare Arbeit.

Im Rahmen der Würzburger Tagung soll ausdrücklich auch über die weiteren Ziele und mögliche Organisationsformen des Arbeitskreises beraten werden.

The conference will try to cover areas as: theatrical space and architecture, the function, as well as the function of space and time in ancient theater. The conference will focus on contemporary research regarding theatrical meaning, the dramatic function, as well as the function of space and time as attributes emerging from the plot/myth of the play. The conference will try to cover areas as: theatrical performances and theaters outside Athens, the presentation and incorporation of past and present in the saved plays, the relationship between representation and ideology, the role of agrultural and urban life in the plays, the relationship between dramatic space and theater in general with the concurrent political situations etc.

Sponsoring institutions: Bibliotheca Hertziana (Max-Planck-Institut für Kunstgeschichte), Rom; Kunsthistorisches Institut in Florenz (Max-Planck-Institut) With the generous support of the Dante-Gesellschaft, Würzburg. Würzburg, Residenz, Toscana-Saal (entrance south wing) Registration and contact: wuerzburg@kunsthistoriker.org

GREECE

ALEXANDROUPOLIS

II INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON HELLENIC CIVILIZATION: SPACE AND TIME IN ANCIENT THEATER

15-18 May 2008

The conference will focus on contemporary research regarding theatrical meaning, the dramatic function, as well as the function of space and time as attributes emerging from the plot/myth of the play. The conference will try to cover areas as: theatrical performances and theaters outside Athens, the presentation and incorporation of past and present in the saved plays, the relationship between representation and ideology, the role of agricultural and urban life in the plays, the relationship between dramatic space and theater in general with the concurrent political situations etc.
The conference will explore the relationship between nature and the self. The examination of tourism, the re-conceptualization of the Greek picturesque and its spatial representation will provide the context within which the interaction of the human subject with nature will be examined.

The conference will focus on how architects have addressed ecology and environment up to today.

Organizers:
AIACE, Ecoweek, British Council and UIA
Zappelo, Athens, Greece

http://aiac.org/events/2008/Athens/

VOLOS
THE RECLAMATION OF THE COUNTRYSIDE: CONCEPTUALIZATION AND DWELLING OF NATURE IN CONTEMPORARY GREECE
Η Διεκδίκηση της Υποίπου: Νομιμοποίηση και Κατοικίσηση της Φύσης στην Σύγχρονη Ελλάδα

7-8 March 2008

The conference will explore the relationship between nature and the self. The examination of tourism, the re-conceptualization of the Greek picturesque and its spatial representation will provide the context within which the interaction of the human subject with nature will be examined.

The conference will focus on how architects have addressed ecology and environment up to today.

Organizers:
AIACE, Ecoweek, British Council and UIA
Zappelo, Athens, Greece

http://aiac.org/events/2008/Athens/

VOLOS
THE RECLAMATION OF THE COUNTRYSIDE: CONCEPTUALIZATION AND DWELLING OF NATURE IN CONTEMPORARY GREECE
Η Διεκδίκηση της Υποίπου: Νομιμοποίηση και Κατοικίσηση της Φύσης στην Σύγχρονη Ελλάδα

7-8 March 2008

The conference will explore the relationship between nature and the self. The examination of tourism, the re-conceptualization of the Greek picturesque and its spatial representation will provide the context within which the interaction of the human subject with nature will be examined.

The conference will focus on how architects have addressed ecology and environment up to today.

Organizers:
AIACE, Ecoweek, British Council and UIA
Zappelo, Athens, Greece

http://aiac.org/events/2008/Athens/

ATHENS
ECOLOGY + ENVIRONMENT + ARCHITECTURE
Οικολογία + Περιβάλλον + Αρχιτεκτονική

10-13 April 2008

International conference coorganized by AIACE, Ecoweek, the British Council and the participation of UIA and dedicated to sustainable architecture and the work of ecology. The conference intends to focus on how architects have addressed ecology and environment up to today.

COUNCIL FOR RESEARCH IN URBAN EUROPE (CRUES)
27-29 March 2008

The conference will explore the relationship between nature and the self. The examination of tourism, the re-conceptualization of the Greek picturesque and its spatial representation will provide the context within which the interaction of the human subject with nature will be examined.

The conference will focus on how architects have addressed ecology and environment up to today.

Organizers:
AIACE, Ecoweek, British Council and UIA
Zappelo, Athens, Greece

http://aiac.org/events/2008/Athens/
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THE NETHERLANDS
DELTFT AND ROTTERDAM

THE CHALLENGE OF CHANGE: DEALING WITH THE LEGACY OF THE MODERN MOVEMENT
XTH INTERNATIONAL DOCOMOMO CONFERENCE 2008

13–20 September 2008

The icons of the Modern Movement have become so precious that they are treated more like pieces of art rather than as buildings in everyday use. Sometimes they are conserved like fossils, completely ignoring the original intentions of flexibility and functionality and their architects’ ideas about changeability and adaptation to future use. Today the question that we must ask ourselves is how to deal with changes, in form, function, furnishing, furnishing and environment. Rather than reconstructing a modern building to its presumed original state, our challenge is to maintain the essence of the modern architecture and, perhaps, to add something new.

Over the years, Docomomo has put an emphasis on the icons of modern architecture. Preservation and conservation of these monuments is a major challenge, not only in a complex technological, financial and conceptual setting, but also in relation to the basic values of the original design and subsequent history of use of the buildings involved. Today’s architects need to find solutions to integrate old and new, to be in dialogue with the old masters, since they often want to display their own design skills as well. How ‘subservient’ must an architect act towards the original designer and the present client? Is it necessary to make a distinction between the icon and the ordinary and if so, what are the consequences? What is the impact of current technologies, materials and mass-production?

The conference will be a combination of both a conference, with paper and poster sessions, case studies and debate, and a convention, where Docomomo members of all the working parties will meet. The conference will also host a student workshop, offer evening lectures by renowned invited speakers, and feature an exhibition.

Organizer: Docomomo NL
www.docomomo2008.nl

PORTUGAL
LISBON

THE POMBALINE CITY: HISTORY, URBANISM AND ARCHITECTURE.
250 YEARS OF THE LISBON DOWNTOWN REBUILDING PLAN
JORNADAS “A CIDADE POMBALINA. HISTÓRIA, URBANISMO E ARQUITETURA. OS 250 ANOS DO PLANO DA BAIXA”

7–8 May 2008

In 2008 the plan for the rebuilding of Lisbon after the 1755 earthquake will be 250 years old. The conference aims at understanding the new Pombaline city that emerged post-1755, not only through the analyses of the consequences of the 1755 plan, but through a multidisciplinary approach: historical, urbanistic and architectural - sustained by different methodological approaches to the theme.

Em 2008 cumprem-se 250 anos sobre o “Plano da Baixa” de Lisboa, elaborado na sequência do Terremoto de 1755 com vista à reconstrução da cidade, o qual determinou o nascimento de uma nova urbe. Procurar-se-á compreender a cidade pombalina não apenas a luz desse plano, mas através de abordagens pluridisciplinares de caráter histórico, urbanístico e arquitetônico e de diferentes metodologias e aproximações à cidade resultante dessa intervenção.

Organizers: Teresa Vale (teresa.vale@clix.pt), Grupo “Amigos de Lisboa” e Fundação das Casas de Fronteira e Alorna
Palácio Fronteira
Largo de São Domingos de Benfica, 1
1500-574 Lisboa
fronteiraalorna@mail.telepac.pt

PORTO

CINEMARCHITECTURE - INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON ARCHITECTURE AND FILM

7–18 April 2008

Cinemarchitecture will bring together students, scholars and experts at the Oporto School of Architecture and Film with the aim to reflect on the connections, intersections and contaminations between architecture and cinema.

Cinemarchitecture will explore how architecture, real or staged, is used in cinema and how cinema, in its multiple dimensions, can be a tool in the creative process, the perception and teaching of architecture. Particular significance is to be given to the concept of space in these two disciplines, mainly when it refers to movement, as the perception of tridimensional space derives from a temporal experience. It will examine the way both disciplines create a sense of place, the visible expression of a feeling usually referred to as atmosphere, that makes one identify with a specific place. It will study the similarities of making architecture and cinema in the way they both are processes that demand design, with the aim of establishing a plan of action that co-ordinates a complex set of contributions. The workshop will reflect on how cinema stages the urban condition through a multiplicity of observation points, providing an analytical look through the city and its spatiality, becoming in itself an instrument of knowledge of urban tissue.

Organizers: Luis Urbano, Faculty of Architecture, University of Porto
Partners: Department of Architecture, University of Cambridge School of Architecture, University of Liverpool Faculty of Architecture, Estonian Academy of Arts Faculty of Architecture, University of Porto Rua do Golgota, 209
4150-775 Porto Portugal
http://cinemarchitecture.arq.up.pt

SPAIN
MURCIA

IMAGE AND APPEARANCE
IMAGEN Y APARIENCIA

19–21 November 2008

This is an international congress treating various aspects of baroque art. Among the wide range of possibilities it offers, it will contemplate the treatment and study of the architecture of this period, people’s surroundings, the houses they lived in, their homes, etc. All of these aspects are tackled from the most intimate point of view, linking the historical tradition of domestic architecture to monumental architecture in a dialogue between image and appearance which is in a constant flux.

For more information: http://cinemarchitecture.arq.up.pt
Estamos ante un congreso internacional en el que se tratarán aspectos del arte de los siglos del barroco. En su amplio abanico se contempla el estudio y tratamiento de la arquitectura de esta época, los espacios inmediatos de las gentes dieciochescas, la casa en que vivían, su morada, todo tratado desde el punto más íntimo ligando la tradición histórica de la arquitectura doméstica a la monumental en el constante diálogo de imagen y apariencia.

Organizing Institution:
Department of History of Art. Faculty of Arts and Humanities. University of Murcia.
Campus de La Merced. Cj Santo Cristo Nº1.
Murcia, Spain

http://www.um.es/imagenyapariencia

PAMPLONA

VI INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS. CROSSED LOOKS: EXCHANGES BETWEEN LATIN AMERICA AND SPAIN IN TWENTIETH-CENTURY SPANISH ARCHITECTURE. HISTORY OF MODERN SPANISH ARCHITECTURE

VI CONGRESO INTERNACIONAL. MIRADAS CRUZADAS: INTERCAMBIOS ENTRE LATINOAMÉRICA Y ESPAÑA EN LA ARQUITECTURA ESPAÑOLA DEL SIGLO XX. HISTORIA DE LA ARQUITECTURA MODERNA ESPAÑOLA.

13-14 March 2008

This is a congress on the history of Spanish architecture that is imbedded within research aiming to expand and deepen knowledge of historical and current procedures in this field. Moreover, it will help to illustrate different studies and approaches of this discipline, following a historical analysis. And if we go beyond mere erudition, it will also relate to current architectural practice.

Se presenta un congreso sobre la Historia de la Arquitectura española que se encuadra bajo una línea de investigación cuyo propósito es profundizar en los procesos históricos y actuales de esta noble disciplina. Asimismo completará distintos estudios y enfoques de esta ciencia, bajo las pausas del análisis histórico. Y yendo más allá del mero saber erudito, habrá de enlazar con la praxis de los proyectos de la actualidad.

Organization:
Universidad de Navarra
Escuela de Arquitectura
Campus de la Universidad de Navarra
Pamplona


SWEDEN

STOCKHOLM

ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION, NORDIC SYMPOSIUM

16-17 October 2008

Throughout history, design competition has been deployed as a reliable and acquiescent system for assuring quality and as an efficient instrument for evaluation of the best design solutions. Nordic countries are enjoying over hundred years of tradi-

organization of the best design practices. Competing in architecture has also gained new relevance in Europe through the EU’s Directive 2004/18/EG. This conference is aiming at examining architectural competitions through four themes - Architectural History, Architectural Judging, Professional and Political Power and Urban Design.

Cooperation between NoEnd, NA (Nordic Association of Architectural Research) and the architect unions in the Nordic Countries

Address / venue will be announced later.
Information and early registration: reza@infra.kth.se, magnusr@arch.kth.se, charlottes@arch.kth.se

SWITZERLAND

EINSIEDELN

NINTH INTERNATIONAL BAROQUE SUMMER COURSE BAROQUE / MOVEMENT NEUNTER INTERNATIONALER BAROCKSUMMERKURS BAROCK / BEWEGUNG

29 June–3 July 2008

This year’s summer course explores the role of movement in architecture. “Movement” is a metaphor insofar as the building is solid, and even the “floating” stucco angels or putti are anchored to the masonry. It is the spectator who by his movement walks through space and thereby visually absorbs and understands everything. Architecture is inconceivable without such movement. Everything that is changing in time and space has an aspect of movement. This is true for perception itself as well, which knows the momentum just as well as success-

sion. It is not without reason that movement and the spectator, by his movement, are treated as a ‘boulevard’ in the course.

Organization:
Stiftung Bibliothek Werner Oechslin
Luegten 11
840 Einsiedeln
Tel: 055 418 40 40
Fax: 055 418 40 48
info@bibliothek-oechslin.ch
http://www.bibliothek-oechslin.ch

ZURICH


TRANSFER UND VERWANDLUNG: DIE ARCHITEKTENISCHEN
CONFERENCE ANNOUNCEMENTS
ONGOING AND UPCOMING

MÖDERNE ZWISCHEN EUROPA, NORD- UND SÜDAMERIKA
1870–1970

26–29 June 2008

This conference will consider Europe and the Americas as a continuous and highly productive space of architectural communication. It seeks to elucidate the processes of assimilation and modification that happened to forms, ideas and concepts of architectural modernity during their transfer from one continent to another.


Organizers:
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich (ETH), Society of Architectural Historians (SAH), and European Architectural History Network (EAHN)

Conference Committee:
Prof. Andreas Tönnesmann, Prof. Dietrich Neumann, Reto Geiser

ETH Zurich
Main Building
Rämistrasse 101
8092 Zurich

For a detailed program and registration see:
www.transferandmetamorphosis.org
or contact:
info@transferandmetamorphosis.org

TURKEY
ANKARA

TRANSITIONS INTO MODERNITY:
NEW READINGS IN THE MIDDLE EASTERN INTELLECTUAL HISTORY

26 June 2008

The workshop aims to rethink this widely held assumption by revisiting a neglected period in Islamic intellectual history: the 7th and 8th centuries. It seeks to reframe the conventional questions concerned with when and how intellectuals engaged with the ideas and challenges of the European modernity, by asking what were they doing when the Europeans were transiting into the modern world? The workshop will focus on the intertwined intellectual history of the Ottomans and the Arabs in the early modern period, in order to explore the internal intellectual developments at a time when Muslim thinkers had their own intellectual program.

Organizing Institutions:
Middle East Technical University Faculty of Architecture
One-day workshop organized jointly by
The Centre for Asian and Middle Eastern Architecture,
The University of Adelaide Graduate Program in Architectural History and Graduate Program in Middle East Studies, Middle East Technical University (METU) Ankara.

Organizers:
Assoc. Prof. Samer Akkach
Assoc. Prof. Ali Uzay Peker
Assoc. Prof. Recep Bostemur
Middle East Technical University Faculty of Architecture, Ankara-Turkey

For further information please contact:
Dr. Selen Morkoc
Centre for Asian and Middle Eastern Architecture (CAMEA) selen.morkoc@adelaide.edu.au

EDİRNE

4TH INTERNATIONAL SINAN SYMPOSIUM: WATER AND ARCHITECTURE
4. ULUSLARARASI SINAN SEMPOZYUMU: SU VE MİMARLIK
10–11 April 2008

The theme chosen for the 4th International Symposium, for the 420th anniversary of Architect Sinan in 2008 is “Water and Architecture,” a reference to the classic problem of the interactions between water and planning and implementation at different scales. There will also be discussions on the problems associated with monuments in permanent contact with water, such as fountains, thermal and public baths and pipes, as well as bridges, quays, mills, dams, aqueducts and chateaux surrounded by moats.

The symposium on “Water and Architecture” will be an opportunity for architects, engineers, scientists and experts in the new and old building sectors to present their work and share ideas and experiences in an international platform.

Topics:
I. Water and Sea / River Front Architecture, Monuments II. Water and Contemporary Architecture

Posters and Exhibitions:
- Papers in poster sessions on the themes of “New building materials”, “General and technical studies”, “Case studies”, etc., will be presented alongside the exhibition of scientific posters in English.
- Exhibition of private building companies will be presented in English or Turkish.

For further information please contact:
Dr. Selen Morkoc
Centre for Asian and Middle Eastern Architecture (CAMEA) selen.morkoc@adelaide.edu.au

SYMPOSIUM LANGUAGES:
English and Turkish

Organizing institution:
Trakya University Faculty of Engineering and Architecture
Trakya University Faculty of Engineering and Architecture, Edirne
arc@trakya.edu.tr
http://www.mimarlik.trakya.edu.tr

İZMİR

PAPHLAGONIA AND PONTUS IN ANTIQUITY AND EARLY BYZANTINE PERIOD
31 May–4 June 2008

The conference aims to bring together participants from throughout the world to discuss a range of issues concerning this North Anatolian landscape and encourage dialogue amongst and between Classical and Near Eastern archaeologists, ancient historians, classicists and all other disciplines from Classical, Near Eastern and Anatolian Studies.

The conference presents papers on both the adaptation and change and the continuity of culture(s) over time and space, and on the construction of ethnic identities in the culturally diverse area of Paphlagonia and Pontus. Participants are encouraged to explore all kinds of evidence on the region and its relations with other areas including textual, archaeological, artistic, anthropological, numismatic and epigraphic, from Archaic to Early Byzantine times.

Language:
Western European languages (English, German, French, Italian, Spanish) and Turkish, although English is preferred.

For further information please contact:
Dr. Selen Morkoc
Centre for Asian and Middle Eastern Architecture (CAMEA) selen.morkoc@adelaide.edu.au

SYMPOSIUM LANGUAGES:
English and Turkish

Organizing institution:
Trakya University Faculty of Engineering and Architecture
Trakya University Faculty of Engineering and Architecture, Edirne
arc@trakya.edu.tr
http://www.mimarlik.trakya.edu.tr
Conference Announcements

Organizing Institutions: Department of Archaeology, Faculty of Arts and Sciences, Dokuz Eylül University, Izmir and The Centre for Classics and Archaeology, School of Historical Studies, University of Melbourne

www.paphlagonia.com

UNITED KINGDOM

LONDON

SAHGB ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM 2008: BRITISH ARCHITECTURE AND THE VERNACULAR

17 May 2008

The organisng premise is that the term vernacular need not be understood as referring only to a distinct category of objects—certain building types from certain periods. Analyses of hybrid architectural practice and traditions across a great continent have been hobbled by this understanding of the word, and British architectural history and vernacular studies remain largely un-communicating fields.

To remedy this, the vernacular might be conceived simply as a perspective—one that sees the local, indigenous, ordinary, everyday, popular or nostalgic. Such traditions can be traced in the design or adaptive alteration of any buildings. Thus, all architecture is vernacular, more or less. Even the greatest ‘polite’ buildings can be better understood through heightened awareness of local or indigenous forces, by emphasising use and underlying shifts in architectural design as emerging from social relationships tempered by individual creativity.

In this way, architectural history could engage with canonical or elite architecture through new and more ethnographic approaches.

Organizers: Society of Architectural Historians of Great Britain and the Vernacular Architecture Group
Art Workers Guild
6 Queen Square
London, WC1N 3AR, UK

http://www.sahgb.org.uk/index.cfm/display_page/EventsSymposium

LONDON

VAUXHALL REVISITED: PLEASURE GARDENS AND THEIR PUBLICS, 1660

15–16 July 2008

Panels will consider:
- The relationship between pleasure gardens and pleasure grounds/parks
- The role of painting and sculpture in pleasure gardens
- Pleasure gardens outside London
- Mingling, masquerade and fashion
- Musical programming and performance
- Victorian rivals and reinventions, including Cremorne
- The pleasure garden in literature

The Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art, Tate Britain and The Museum of Garden History.

Convenor:
Dr. Jonathan Conlin, University of Southampton, j.conlin@soton.ac.uk. Conference registration begins 1 May 2008

Tate Britain
http://www.paul-mellon-centre.ac.uk/eventsf/vauxhall.html

OXFORD

INTERROGATING TRADITION: EPISTEMOLOGIES, FUNDAMENTALISMS, REGENERATION, AND PRACTICES

12–15 December 2008

Tradition has become a keyword in modern global practices, its meanings inextricably bound with the issues it seeks to explain. Therefore, its interrogation is essential in understanding the social and political contexts in which it is mobilised.

Examining the intersecting discourses of tradition and the politics of its organization moreover become critical in identifying how socio-political identities and differences are pursued. Tradition thus can be seen to bind the dialectic of the cultural imaginary and the material reality of the built environment. Within this context, the historical realities and the political economies that have marked the development of local traditions and their attendant discourses are relevant considerations.

We use the term interrogate to refer to the epistemic exercise of understanding, framing, and questioning the rationalities of traditions, their constructions of authoritative knowledges, and the contingent practices and politics through which spaces and subjectivities are constituted in the 21st century. The conference seeks to underscore the co-constitutive linkages between the epistemologies and the practices of tradition. To that end, interrogating tradition is a re-engagement with how tradition is also mobilized and deployed in the making of space and its sustenance.

As in past IASTE conferences, scholars and practitioners from architecture, architectural history, art history, anthropology, archaeology, folklore, geography, history, planning, sociology, urban studies, and related disciplines will participate in the conference.

15 July 2008: Pre-registration deadline.

Organizers: Nezar AlSayyad, Conference Director, University of California, Berkeley; Marcel Vellinga, Conference Local Director, Oxford Brookes University; Sylvia Nam, IASTE Coordinator, University of California, Berkeley; Karen Hughes, Local Conference Coordinator & Administrator, Oxford Brookes University; Vicky García, CEDR Conference Administrator, University of California, Berkeley, Mark Gillem, Conference Advisor, University of Oregon. Oxford Brookes University

www.arch.berkeley.edu/research/iaste

For further inquiries, please email Sylvia Nam at iaste@berkeley.edu

READING

LAND, LANDSCAPE AND ENVIRONMENT, 1500

14–16 July 2008

Current debates over the environment—and in particular over the exploitation or management of natural resources—need to be placed in early modern discourses of mastery and stewardship. Whilst a pervasive argument saw it as man’s responsibility to exploit the Earth, to what extent were those who made their living from the countryside, and those who wrote about it, ambivalent about landscape change in the name of progress and improvement, both in England, Scotland and Ireland and in the American colonies? To what extent was land, landscape and environment the subject of struggles between those who were the subjects of agrarian capitalism and those who lived off its profits at first or secondhand? How did representations of land and environment develop in this period? Landscapes are lived environments that find expression...
through buildings and patterns of behaviour, and bring into focus questions of belonging and the relationship between nature and civilisation. What connection can we draw between literary and visual depictions of land and environment – whether as map, image, or text – and those ideas of mastery and control? And what does the recent turn towards ‘green politics’ in early modern literary studies suggest about the usefulness of twenty-first century political imperatives for an interrogation of the early modern past?

Organizer:
Early Modern Research Centre, University of Reading


---

**STRATHCLYDE**

**ARCHITEXTURE: EXPLORING TEXTUAL AND ARCHITECTURAL SPACES**

15–17 April 2008

This interdisciplinary conference investigates the relationships between architectural and literary constructions of space. It will explore the influence of spatial theories within literary texts; consider how writers evoke and represent a sense of place; and invite new perspectives on the aesthetic, physical, and social functions of texts in the design, production and consumption of the built environment. The conference also aims to discuss these insights within the context of Glasgow. The social and performance events will encourage participants to reflect on the connections between their ‘academic’ and other uses of text and space.

Organizers:
Craig McLean, doctoral student, Department of English Studies; Dr Sarah Edwards, Lecturer, Department of English Studies; Dr Jonathan Charley, Senior Lecturer, Department of Architecture
University of Strathclyde
Departments of Architecture and English Studies

For further information contact: architexture@strath.ac.uk
Lectures and Lecture Series

GERMANY
AUGSBURG

LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY VI
VORTRÄGE ZUR ARCHITEKTURGESCHICHTE VI

April, May and June 2008, Wednesdays, 18:30

During summer term 2008, the following topics will be treated: “Bridges of Paul Bonatz” (Roland May, Darmstadt), “Problems of design of Doric temples” (Dieter Mertens, Rome, requested), “Tasks of a cathedral’s master builder” (Barbara Schack-Werner, Cologne), “Developing historic architecture” (Thomas Falk, Hamburg) and “The third Rome” (Klaus Tragbar, Augsburg). Lectures will be scheduled by mid March, see our website.


Organizer:
Hochschule Augsburg, Prof. Dr.-Ing. Klaus Tragbar,
Fakultät für Architektur und Bauingenieurwesen,
An der Fachhochschule 1, 86161 Augsburg,
phone 0049-821-55.86.111 or .102, fax .110,
tragbar@fh-augsburg.de

Hochschule Augsburg – University of Applied Sciences,
An der Fachhochschule 1, 86161 Augsburg,
room G 1.10
http://www.hs-augsburg.de/hochschule/fakultaet/
architektur_bauingenieurwesen/aktuelles/index.html

SPAIN
SEVILLA

LECTURE SERIES ON “AULA AMERICANA” LATIN AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE IN ANDALUCÍA
CICLO DE CONFERENCIAS AULA AMERICANA DE ARQUITECTURA EN ANDALÚCIA

March - April 2008, 12:00 noon

Lecture series on the history of Latin American architecture organized by the Department of History, Theory and Composition, School of Architecture, Seville University. All of the lecturers - professors, historians, critics and professionals - are from Latin America.

5 March 2008: Humberto Eliash (Chile)
16 April 2008: Jorge Francisco Liernur (Argentina)
23 April 2008: Bernardo Gómez Pimienta (Mexico)

Es un ciclo de conferencias organizado por el Departamento de Historia, Teoría y Composición Arquitectónicas junto con la dirección de la Escuela Técnica Superior de Arquitectura. Todos los conferenciantes - profesores, historiadores, críticos y profesionales - son de Latinoamérica.

5 de marzo de 2008. Conferencia: Humberto Eliash (Chile)
16 de abril de 2008. Conferencia: Jorge Francisco Liernur (Argentina)
23 de abril de 2008. Conferencia: Bernardo Gómez Pimienta (México)

Organizer:
Escuela Técnica Superior de Arquitectura
Avda. Reina Mercedes, 2
Seville
Aeronautical Culture. Artifacts, Imagination and Practice of Aeronautics, 18th–20th Century
La culture aérienne. Objets, imaginaire, pratiques de l’aéronautique XVIIIe – XXe siècle

13–15 November 2008

Deadline for paper proposals: 31 March 2008

Flights aboard balloons (1783) paved the way for a flourishing practice in the 19th century. The history of aeronautics has up to now done little to integrate cultural issues, other than through the presence of heroic pioneers. This conference proposes to chart new paths toward a different history of aeronautics, by creating links between cultural history and the history of technology. We propose a study of flight in theory and practice, looking at its traditions, realities, fantasies, and the objects of an aerial culture. We would like to include all technological artifacts related to flight: ground infrastructure, single machines, or gigantic ones (lighter-than-air and heavier-than-air) as well as the uses and consumptions of flight. Finally, aerial culture should also be discussed though the prism of aviation collection and preservation.

The following themes are suggested as departure points:
1. Thinking, transferring and experimenting with flight
2. Flight, Overflight and the Change of Space
3. The Practice of Flight
4. Artifacts and Memory: Conservation, Collection, Gatherings, Shows

La construction concrète de la troisième dimension par le déplacement aérien est un phénomène somme toute récent. Les premiers vols à bord de ballons (1783) ouvrent largement la voie à une pratique foisonnante au XIXe siècle. Or, l’appréhension aérienne du monde, qui contracte les distances, abat les frontières et la temporalité, ne peut se limiter ni à une approche modale, ni à la courte durée.

L’histoire de l’aéronautique a jusqu’ici peu intégré les problématiques culturelles, si ce n’est par l’omniprésence de l’héroïsme des pionniers. Réfléchir sur deux siècles et de manière transversale à l’investigation de la troisième dimension, permet de poser de nouveaux jalons pour une autre histoire de l’aéronautique, et notamment de tisser le lien entre l’histoire culturelle et le champ des techniques.

Nous nous attacherons ainsi aux objets techniques, comprenant l’ensemble de ce que produit le vol, aux infrastructures au sol et aux machines individuelles ou monumentales (plus léger et plus lourd que l’air), aussi bien qu’aux usages et usagers du vol. Enfin, la culture aérienne sera envisagée à travers une réflexion patrimoniale sur les collections et la conservation.

1. Pensée du vol, transmissions, expérimentations
2. Mobilité et modification de l’espace
3. Le vol comme pratique
4. Objets et mémoire : conservation, collections, salons, expositions

Organizing institutions:
Centre d’histoire des techniques et de l’environnement (CDHTE/CNAM) and the Centre Alexandre Koryé – Centre de recherches en histoire des sciences et des techniques (CAK – CRHST) CNRS), with the participation of the Aéro-Club de France, the Département d’histoire de l’armement (DGA/CEA) and the Musée de l’Air et de l’Espace. Conservatoire National des Arts et Métiers, Cité des Sciences et de l’Industrie, Musée de l’Air et de l’Espace, Le Bourget.

Proposals (title and 1-page abstract), and a short CV should be sent by 31 March 2008, to colloque2008@culture-aerienne.fr
The Department of History, Archaeology and Heritage of the University of Algarve and the Portuguese Association of the Friends of Castles are organizing the VIII Congress of Military Monuments. The Congress aims to rescue the complex history of these monuments and to contribute to a better understanding of the problems related to their conservation and restoration and their reuse nowadays, combining themes such as historiography, structural and building issues, geographical context, restoration and protection of the monuments and cultural intervention. The paper proposal deadline is 30 April. Proposals should consist of an abstract (350 words max.) in Portuguese or English and a one-page curriculum vitae per author. Please mention in which session the paper is to be included, the title, a concise presentation of the subject and a summary of its main conclusions.

O Departamento de História, Arqueologia e Património (DHAP) da Universidade do Algarve e a Associação Portuguesa dos Amigos dos Castelos vão organizar o VIII Congresso dos Monumentos Militares. O Congresso procura resgatar a história complexa destes monumentos do passado e contribuir para uma melhor compreensão dos problemas postos pela sua conservação e restauro, ou pela sua reutilização na actualidade, combinando temáticas como a historiografia, elementos estruturais e construção, inserção geográfica, restauro e protecção do monumento, e intervenção cultural. A entrega de resumos de comunicações deve ser feita até 30 de Abril, com um texto até 250 palavras em português ou inglês e um curriculum vitae de uma página por cada autor. Deverá ser mencionada a sessão específica onde incluir a comunicação, título, apresentação concisa do tema e sumário das principais conclusões.


---

**PORTUGAL**

**FARO**

**VIII CONGRESS OF MILITARY MONUMENTS – COASTAL FORTIFICATION, FROM THE ORIGINS TO THE PRESENT TIME**

**VIII CONGRESSO DOS MONUMENTOS MILITARES – FORTIFICAÇÃO COSTEIRA: DOS PRIMÓRDIOS À MODERNIDADE**

27–29 November 2008

Call For Papers Deadline: 30 April 2008
INNSBRUCK

SEEING INNSBRUCK. TOWNSCAPES OF THE PAST AND TODAY
INNSBRUCK SEHEN. STADTBILDER EINST UND JETZT

2 April – end of June 2008

“Innsbruck sehen. Stadtbilder einst und jetzt” is an exhibition developed by the Archiv für Baukunst in cooperation with the municipal archives in Innsbruck. The exhibition intends to document the alteration of the townscape of the city of Innsbruck in the last decades. It is based on the comparison of historical and current photographs of selected streets and squares in Innsbruck.


Archiv für Baukunst (Hrsg.): Innsbruck sehen. Stadtbilder einst und jetzt. Innsbruck 2008

Archiv für Baukunst – Architektur und Ingenieurbau
Leopold Franzens Universität Innsbruck
Im Adambräu
Lois Welzenbacher Platz 1
A-6020 Innsbruck
http://archiv-baukunst.uibk.ac.at/

VIENNA

THE WHITE CITY OF TEL AVIV
TEL-AVIV’S MODERN MOVEMENT

21 February – 19 May 2008

The historic center of Tel Aviv has been a UNESCO World Heritage Site since July 2003. The Israeli city on the seashore includes a unique ensemble of over 4000 houses in new functionalist style — a little known fact in Austria — that have only recently been restored.

The “White City’s” development is presented in the form of plans and models. Historic and contemporary photographs provide an insight into the architectural language of the time, showing the influence that the European heritage had on what was created there. The diversity of surface quality and colors of different plaster are shown, as are precise analyses of the detail planning (e.g., the different types of balconies). A selection of historic film footage provides an animated image of the development of the city between 1920 and 1958. The presentation video for UNESCO and the current project for the conservation of these buildings are also included in the exhibition. Animated 3-D graphics of eleven representative buildings add depth to an understanding of the architecture of The White City. Almost 100 brief biographies of architects who worked in Tel Aviv round off the overall image.

Under the title The White City of Tel Aviv — The Modern Movement, this exhibition organised by the City of Tel Aviv has been touring the world since 2004, and is to be shown for the first time in Austria at the Architekturzentrum Wien.


Zahlreiche Pläne und Modelle präsentieren die Entstehung der “White City” Tel Aviv. Historische und aktuelle Fotografien geben Einblick in die Architektursprache der Zeit und vermitteln den
The exhibition entitled “COOP HIMMELB(L)AU. Beyond the Blue” shows the team’s recent and very latest projects; for the exhibition a spectacular space installation has been specially conceived for the MAK Exhibition Hall, the core of which shows the constant development of urban projects. Established in 1968 by Wolf D. Prix and Helmut Swiczinsky, COOP HIMMELB(L)AU are among the most important and innovative architects of our time, who, with their unconventional, cutting-edge work, have laid the foundation stone for the unparalleled global career of the architectural studio. Models, sketches, drawings, projections and animations offer deep insight into older as well as future buildings and projects, which trace the development in the architectural vocabulary of COOP HIMMELB(L)AU and its path from experiment to buildings, thereby demonstrating that a vision can ultimately become reality. At present COOP HIMMELB(L)AU is working on projects in Europe, the USA, Asia, Mexico and the Middle East.

The exhibition “COOP HIMMELB(L)AU. Beyond the Blue” is the result of a two-year collaboration with Frederik Vercruysse.

Filip Dujardin presents three intriguing sets of photos: first, a series of architecture projects commissioned by the Belgian architectural journal A+. Second, a series dedicated to sheds – intuitive architecture hobbled together by farmers and set here and there into the Flemish landscape; and finally, a series of photomontages, eye-opening fictions being exhibited publicly for the first time.

Together they established reputations as architectural photographers and published in national and international journals.

Belgium

Brussels

Image/Construction: Photography by Filip Dujardin

18 January - 31 March 2008

ROZAR ARCHITECTURE starts off a new series of exhibitions on architectural photography and the construction of the image with an exhibition of the work of Ghent photographer Filip Dujardin.

Filip Dujardin presents three intriguing sets of photos: first, a series of architecture projects commissioned by the Belgian architectural journal A+. Second, a series dedicated to sheds – intuitive architecture hobbled together by farmers and set here and there into the Flemish landscape; and finally, a series of photomontages, eye-opening fictions being exhibited publicly for the first time at ROZAR. The interaction between the three series puts construction of the image on center stage, a theme that plays a central role within the genre of architectural photography. Thus the exhibition displays both images of construction and constructions of images.

Filip Dujardin (1971) studied art history at the University of Ghent and photography at KASK in Ghent. He worked for two years with Carl De Keyzer and was associated with Frederik Verbruggye from 2000 to 2006. Together they established reputations as architectural photographers and published in national and international journals.


Paleis voor Schone Kunsten Brussel

Ravensteinstraat 23
1000 Brussel

iwan.strauven@bozar.be


Brussels

Historic Architectural Models from the Henan Museum

Catalogue:

Martina Kandeler-Fritsch

Noever, Peter (Hrsg.): COOP HIMMELB(L)AU. Beyond the Blue. München u. a. 2007

MAX – Österreichisches Museum für angewandte Kunst (Gegenwartskunst)

Stubenring 5

A-1010 Wien

http://www.mak.at/e/jetzt/f_jetzt.htm

Vienna

Coop HIMMELB(L)AU. BEYOND THE BLUE


The exhibition entitled “COOP HIMMELB(L)AU. Beyond the Blue” shows the team’s recent and very latest projects; for the exhibition a spectacular space installation has been specially conceived for the MAK Exhibition Hall, the core of which shows the constant development of urban projects. Established in 1968 by Wolf D. Prix and Helmut Swiczinsky, COOP HIMMELB(L)AU are among the most important and innovative architects of our time, who, with their unconventional, cutting-edge work, have laid the foundation stone for the unparalleled global career of the architectural studio. Models, sketches, drawings, projections and animations offer deep insight into older as well as future buildings and projects, which trace the development in the architectural vocabulary of COOP HIMMELB(L)AU and its path from experiment to buildings, thereby demonstrating that a vision can ultimately become reality. At present COOP HIMMELB(L)AU is working on projects in Europe, the USA, Asia, Mexico and the Middle East.

Die Ausstellung „COOP HIMMELB(L)AU. Beyond the Blue“ zeigt im Rahmen einer eigens für die MAK Ausstellungshalle konzipierten spektakulären Rauminstallation, deren Mittelpunkt die Weiterentwicklung städtebaulicher Projekte bildet, neuere und neueste Projekte des Teams. COOP HIMMELB(L)AU, 1968 von Wolf D. Prix und Helmut Swiczinsky gegründet, zählt zu den bedeutendsten und innovativsten Architekten unserer Zeit und hat mit ihren unkonventionellen, zukunftsweisenden Arbeiten das Baupotenzial der Weltarchitektur erneuert.

Architekturzentrum Wien (Hrsg.): Hintergrund, Bd. 38). Wien 2008

Die Ausstellung „COOP HIMMELB(L)AU. Beyond the Blue“ zeigt im Rahmen einer eigens für die MAK Ausstellungshalle konzipierten spektakulären Rauminstallation, deren Mittelpunkt die Weiterentwicklung städtebaulicher Projekte bildet, neuere und neueste Projekte des Teams. COOP HIMMELB(L)AU, 1968 von Wolf D. Prix und Helmut Swiczinsky gegründet, zählt zu den bedeutendsten und innovativsten Architekten unserer Zeit und hat mit ihren unkonventionellen, zukunftsweisenden Arbeiten das Baupotenzial der Weltarchitektur erneuert.
**GERMANY**

FRANKFURT AM MAIN

HANS POELZIG (1869-1936). ARCHITECT, TEACHER, ARTIST

1 March – 18 May 2008

Hans Poelzig was one of the most influential artists of the early twentieth century in Berlin. His plans for the convention complex, the broadcasting house, the Babylon Movie Theater and the residential development near today’s Rosa-Luxemburg-Platz shaped the face of the city more than the works of virtually any other architect. Furthermore, he was involved with film and theater projects in Berlin in the 1920s: he was the architect of the Grosses Schauspielhaus for Max Reinhardt and was one of the most important set designers for early silent movies. He also worked outside of Berlin, building the Klingenberg Dam near Dresden and the IG-Farben building in Frankfurt am Main. His oeuvre as a painter remains largely unknown today. And he was an outstanding teacher of architecture, leaving his mark on an entire generation of architects. The exhibition explores the multifaceted aspects of Poelzig’s work through drawings, plans, paintings, photographs, film clips, documents and models. The exhibition presents original material, consisting of paintings, photographs, film clips, documents and models. Ebenso werden kunstlerische Positionen heutiger Fotografen gezeigt, die sich mit den Bauten Poelzigs auseinandergesetzt haben.

Curators
Wolfgang Pehnt, Matthias Schieren

Catalog

With essays by Wolfgang Pehnt, Matthias Schieren, Hans-Dieter Nagelke, Jörg Stabenow, Heike Humbrock, Claudia Dillmann, Christian Marquard, Peter Cachola Schmal and Wolfgang Voigt, Sybilla Claus, Hans-Stefan Bolz.

Deutsches Architekturmuseum Schaulaًnkai 43, 60596 Frankfurt am Main

www.dam-online.de, www.poelzig-ausstellung.de

**BRUSSELS**

ARCHITECTURAL LANDSCAPES
PAYSGES D’ARCHITECTURE

13 November 2007 – 12 August 2008

Fondation pour l’architecture
55, rue de l’Ermitage
1060 Brussels


**LAKEN**

WILLY VAN DER MEEREN – BELGIAN DESIGNER AND ARCHITECT

WILLY VAN DER MEEREN – BELGISCH DESIGNER EN ARCHITECT


Atomium, Atomiumlaan 1300 Laken
http://www.atomium.be/

**ONDER DAK IN CHINA. OUE ARCHITECTUURMODELLEN UIT HET HENAN MUSEUM.**

28 September 2007–10 April 2008

Jubelparkmuseum
Jubelpark 10
1000 Brussel

http://www.kmkg-mrah.be/

**BRAZIL**

ARCHITECTURE AMONG THE ARTS: 200 YEARS OF THE MUNICH ART ACADEMY ARCHITECTUR IM KREIS DER KÜNSTE – 200 JAHRE KUNSTAKADEMIE MÜNCHEN

15 February – 18 May 2008

On the occasion of the 200th anniversary of the Munich Academy of Fine Arts, the Architecture Museum of the TU Munich is exhibiting historic works by the Academy’s teachers of architecture and their students. Impressive graphic sheets and pictorial material, plaster casts and models illustrate the specific type of architectural education offered at the Academy. As in the 19th century, when the architecture school of the Academy was closely linked to other arts through the Academy’s schools for engravers, sculptors and painters, so too is architecture taught at today’s Academy with a particular emphasis on an artistic approach. The “Royal Academy of Fine Arts,” founded in May 1808, grew out of a public school for drawing, extant since 1766. Its charter mandated that “the beneficial influences of the fine arts” be spread among the entire population. With the foundation of the

**MUNICH**

ARCHITECTURE AMONG THE ARTS: 200 YEARS OF THE MUNICH ART ACADEMY ARCHITECTUR IM KREIS DER KÜNSTE – 200 JAHRE KUNSTAKADEMIE MÜNCHEN

15 February – 18 May 2008

On the occasion of the 200th anniversary of the Munich Academy of Fine Arts, the Architecture Museum of the TU Munich is exhibiting historic works by the Academy’s teachers of architecture and their students. Impressive graphic sheets and pictorial material, plaster casts and models illustrate the specific type of architectural education offered at the Academy. As in the 19th century, when the architecture school of the Academy was closely linked to other arts through the Academy’s schools for engravers, sculptors and painters, so too is architecture taught at today’s Academy with a particular emphasis on an artistic approach. The “Royal Academy of Fine Arts,” founded in May 1808, grew out of a public school for drawing, extant since 1766. Its charter mandated that “the beneficial influences of the fine arts” be spread among the entire population. With the foundation of the
Academy, architecture became an academic discipline in Bavaria with the same rights and privileges as the other arts.

Annually the 200-year jubilee of the Munich Academy of Fine Arts is shown in the Architecture Department of the TU Munich to mark the festivities. The event offers a program for architecture and other arts. Building on this success, the event of the 200-year jubilee of the Munich Fine Arts Academy, architecture became an academic discipline in Bavaria with the same rights and privileges as the other arts.

In this exhibition nine masters of photography present eighteen young photographers and they reflect on the landscape photography. The landscape’s photographic representation is one of the most interesting aspects of the Italian photographer. The artists question the impact of the transformations on the landscape they show, the territorial fragmentation, the unplanned expansion of the cities, and the proliferation of a “bad architecture”. Then these transformations created new landscapes which are now the main focus of a new generation of photographers.

Il Museo del Territorio Biellese intende realizzare una programmazione specifica sulla fotografia paesaggistica. Nove grandi maestri della fotografia presentano diciotto giovani fotografi per confrontarsi con loro sulla fotografia di paesaggio. La rappresentazione del paesaggio è sempre stata uno degli aspetti più interessanti della fotografia italiana, specialmente dall’ormai lontano 1894 quando Luigi Ghirri, Gianni Leone e Enzo Velati organizzarono a Bari la mostra Viaggio in Italia, vera marmite nel rinnovamento del dibattito sulla raffigurazione del paesaggio è sempre stata uno degli aspetti più interessanti della fotografia italiana, specialmente dall’ormai lontano 1894 quando Luigi Ghirri, Gianni Leone e Enzo Velati organizzarono a Bari la mostra Viaggio in Italia, vera marmite nel rinnovamento del dibattito sulla raffigurazione del paesaggio è sempre stata uno degli aspetti più interessanti della fotografia italiana, specialmente dall’ormai lontano 1894...
Exhibitions

**Rome**

**Memory Landscapes: The Roman Watercolors of Ettore Roesler Franz from 1876 to 1895.**

**Paesaggi della Memoria: gli acquerelli romani di Ettore Roesler Franz dal 1876 al 1895**

Until 24 March 2008

One hundred years after his death, this exhibition celebrates the famous nineteenth century artist Ettore Roesler Franz through a rich display of his watercolors featuring views of Rome.

Nel centenario della morte, Ettore Roesler Franz al museo di Roma in Trastevere, una mostra raccoglie una ricca selezione di acquerelli del famoso vedutista dell’Ottocento.

Curators
Maria Elisa Tittoni, Federica Pirani, Maria Paola Fornasiero

Museo di Roma in Trastevere
Piazza S. Egidio, 1b
Roma

Info
Tel. 060608
http://www.museodiromaintrastevere.it/

**Saint Peter’s. Photographs from 1850 to the Present**

**San Pietro. Fotografie dal 1850 ad oggi**

Until 30 March 2008

The exhibition celebrates the 500th anniversary of the foundation of the new basilica of St. Peter’s and displays the role of this important building in the context of landscape photography.


Curators
Anita Margiotta, Maria Elisa Tittoni, Patrizia Masini

Catalogue
Gangemi Editore S.p.A.

Museo di Roma Palazzo Braschi
Piazza S. Pantaleo, 10
Roma

Info
Tel. 060608
http://www.museodiroma.it/

---

**Construction Site of the Church of Santa Giulia in Turin (1862-1866)**

**La Marchesa, l’architetto, le maestranze e il progetto del cantiere di Santa Giulia in Torino (1862-1866)**

24 January 2008 – April 2008

The exhibition presents some drawings, documents and objects belonging to the Opera Pia Barolo’s archive. They all show the projects for the church of Santa Giulia, commissioned of Giovan Battista Ferrante by the Marchionesa Giulia Faletti di Barolo. Their interpretation illustrates the relationship between the client, the architect and the craftsmen. Moreover, they trigger a reflection on the use of the medieval formal language: for the Marchioness, as well as for the architect, it had a symbolic value, most probably influenced by their mentor’s – Edoardo Arborio Mella – writings. Mella was a key character in the perspective of revaluating Italian medieval architecture, through the emphasis on an Arts and Crafts tradition. The wide range of documents presented within the exhibition can be read using different interpretative keys.

La mostra presenta alcuni disegni, documenti e oggetti provenienti dall’archivio dell’Opera Pia Barolo che testimoniano del progetto della chiesa di Santa Giulia, voluta dalla Marchesa Giulia Falletti di Barolo e commissionata a Giowan Battista Ferrante. Disegni e manufatti mostrano quali fossero gli interessi della committenza e dell’architetto, quali i rapporti tra questi e le maestranze coinvolte nella realizzazione dell’apparato decorativo e d’arredo e come le minute istruzioni grafiche venissero comunicate e realizzate. La mostra offre inoltre l’occasione per una riflessione sull’uso della citazione e della riproposizione del linguaggio...
architectural and decorative medieval: on the value devozional attributable to the Marchesa Giulia, condiviso dall’architetto e dal suo mentore Edoardo Arbore Mella, autore di alcuni importanti testi sull’architettura del medioevo italiano, sul valore pedagogico che intellettuali e artisti gli assegnano in una cultura Art & Craft that vedeva il lavoro dell’uomo come un unicum applicato al prodotto, sul valore operativo in un processo di rinnovamento del gusto che si affidava alla supposta mancanza di divisioni tra le arti alte e applicate nel medioevo. Architettura, decorazione, arredo, organizzazione professionale e luoghi del lavoro, religiosità e devozione si possono leggere nelle vicende della chiesa parrocchiale del nuovo borgo in Vanchiglia, in uno spaccato che offre molti spunti di lettura per un pubblico con diversi gradi di preparazione e interessi diversi.

Curator
Elena Dellapiana

Catalog
A cura di Elena Dellapiana, Renato Bordone

www.fondazionetancredidibarolo.com
info@fondazionetancredidibarolo.it

VENICE

EGLE RENATA TRINCANATO

15 February – 16 March 2008
Architect Trincanato is known for her studies on Venice and for her activity in urban and architectural projects, where she had the opportunity to work with famous architects, such as Giuseppe Samonà, Carlo Scarpa, Bruno Zevi, Frank Lloyd Wright, Le Corbusier, and Richard Neutra.

Egle Renata Trincanato is a virtu of important ricerche and publicazioni that are important to the history of a city and the city of Venice, containing all the historical information and the history of the city, and in the other sites in Venice, she contributed to the history of the city.

Per questo l’archivio, donato da Emiliano e Corrado Balistreri all’Università Iuav di Venezia nel 2004, e dichiarato di notevole interesse storico dalla So-

15 February – 16 March 2008
Egle Renata Trincanato, a cura di Amerigo Restucci e Maddalena Scimemi

Curators
Amerigo Restucci and Maddalena Scimemi

Catalog/related book
Egle Renata Trincanato, Venezia: forma e rinnova-imento, Marsilio (collana IUAU-materiali), Venezia 

The exhibition shows Le Corbusier’s wide-ranging oeuvre which covers a period of 60 years – from his early works in his Swiss hometown of La Chaux-de-Fonds, proceeding to the white, cubic buildings of the 1920s, and culminating in the late works for which the buildings for the Indian city of Chandigarh are prominent examples. The core of the exhibition is made up of numerous artifacts on loan from the Fondazione Le Corbusier and more than 70 objects from the architect’s personal collection.


The exhibition is realized within the city partnership between Dresden and St. Petersburg and stands under the auspices of the General Consulate of Germany in St. Petersburg. A lecture series is of- fered in association with the exhibition.


Forum für Baukultur e. V., Dr.-Ing. Sebastian Storz Wiener Straße 54 01219 Dresden Phone 0049-351-47.69.00 Fax 63.153, villa-salzburg@t-online.de www.villa-salzburg.de Chamber of Architects, St. Petersburg

ORIGINO AND UPCOMING

Exhibitions

The exhibition is realized within the city partnership between Dresden and St. Petersburg and stands under the auspices of the General Consulate of Germany in St. Petersburg. A lecture series is offered in association with the exhibition.


Forum für Baukultur e. V., Dr.-Ing. Sebastian Storz Wiener Straße 54 01219 Dresden Phone 0049-351-47.69.00 Fax 63.153, villa-salzburg@t-online.de www.villa-salzburg.de Chamber of Architects, St. Petersburg

PORTUGAL

LISBON

LE CORBUSIER – THE ART OF ARCHITECTURE

15 May – 15 August 2008
The exhibition shows Le Corbusier’s wide-ranging oeuvre which covers a period of 60 years – from his early works in his Swiss hometown of La Chaux-de-Fonds, proceeding to the white, cubic buildings of the 1920s, and culminating in the late works for which the buildings for the Indian city of Chandigarh are prominent examples. The core of the exhibition is made up of numerous artifacts on loan from the Fondazione Le Corbusier and more than 70 objects from the architect’s personal collection.


Museu Berardo Praça do Império 1449-003 Lisboa
T +39 041720035 / +39 041357101
F +39 041710798
archivioprogetti@iuav.it

http://www.iuav.it/archivioprogetti/
Fondazione Querini Stampalia onlus Castello 522, 30122 Venezia T +39 0417211441 / +39 0417211441 F +39 0415285492
ufficiostampa@querinistampalia.org http://www.querinistampalia.it

RUSIA

ST. PETERSBURG

MODERNIZATION AND CONVERSION OF BUILDINGS FROM THE SOCIALIST EPOCH. EXAMPLES AND EXPERIENCES
MODERNISIERUNG UND UM-\nUNTZUG VON BAUWERKEN
AUS DER SOZIALISTISCHEN
EPOCHE. BEISPIELE UND
ERFAHRUNGEN

14-20 April 2008

The exhibition is realized within the city partnership between Dresden and St. Petersburg and stands under the auspices of the General Consulate of Germany in St. Petersburg. A lecture series is offered in association with the exhibition.


Forum für Baukultur e. V., Dr.-Ing. Sebastian Storz Wiener Straße 54 01219 Dresden Phone 0049-351-47.69.00 Fax 63.153, villa-salzburg@t-online.de www.villa-salzburg.de Chamber of Architects, St. Petersburg
The Valley of the Kings is one of the most famous archaeological sites in the world – the burial place of pharaohs of the 18th, 19th and 20th dynasties who ruled Egypt from 1567 until 1080 B.C. Since 1974, the Theban Mapping Project has been carrying out the documentation, cartography, research and protection of tombs in the Valley of the Kings. From September 2004 until February 2006, TMP prepared a master plan of the Valley of the Kings, including a report on the state of paintings in pharaonic tombs with complete photographic documentation. Photographs had to be taken of each wall, ceiling, pillar, each painted surface. These photographs reveal the beauty, grandeur, refinement, as well as delicacy and vulnerability of the interior of the Egyptian rulers’ last resting place. Matjaž Kačičnik Egipt prvič obiskal v Dolini kraljev. Matjaž Kačičnik Egipt je med drugim obsegal tudi poročilo o stanju poslikav v faraonskih grobnicah, del česar je bila tudi popolna fotodokumentacija. Fotografirati je bilo treba vsako steno, atlep, stob, vsako poslikano površino. Fotografije razkazujejo lepoto, veličastnost, prefinjenost ter tudi krhko in ranljivost notranjosti zadnjih prebivališč egiptanskeh vladarjev. Matjaž Kačičnik Egipt prvič obiskal leta 2001, zadnja tri leta pa tam tudi živi. Skoraj dve leti je kot član organizacije Theban Mapping Project fotografiral farenške grobnice in Dolini kraljev, sodeluje pa tudi z drugimi organizacijami, ki se ukvarjajo z obnavljanjem zgodovinskih objektov v Egiptu (Aga Khan, Ameriški raziskovalni center v Egiptu, Gettyjev konservatorski inštitut, Metropolitanski muzej).

Cankarjev dom
Cultural and Congress Center
Prešernova cesta 10
Small Gallery
http://www.cd.cc.si/default.cfm?Jezik=En&Kat=020

THE BASILICA: FROM “AEDES SACRA” TO “NEW SPATIAL ART” - DIE BASILICA: VON DER “AEDES SACRA” ZUR “NEUEN RAUMKUNST”

20 September 2007 – 1 April 2008

This small exhibition was conceived on the occasion of the conference “The Basilica. An outstanding building type of European architectural history”, which took place at the Werner Oechslin library 20-23 September 2007. In twelve display cabinets, various aspects of the reception and interpretation of the building type are investigated, as well as its impact up to the present.


Stiftung Bibliothek Werner Oechslin
Luegeten 11
8400 Einsiedeln
Tel: 055 418 90 40
Fax: 055 418 90 48
info@bibliothek-oechslin.ch
http://www.bibliothek-oechslin.ch

LIESTAL
FROM BROTDBECK UND BOHNY TO OTTO+PARTNER. ARCHITECTURE FROM LIESTAL SINCE 1901
VON BROTDBECK UND BOHNY ZU OTTO+PARTNER. ARCHITEKTUR AUS LIESTAL SEIT 1901

9 November 2007 – 20 April 2008

Architectural offices that have successfully been in practice for over a century can rarely be found. One of them is located in Liestal. The founder Wilhelm Brodtbeck started his independent practice in 1901. Later, Fritz Bohny joined the firm, and then Rolf G. Otto took over. It is remarkable how many buildings this firm has contributed to architectural development, mostly in Liestal and its region, but also all over Switzerland.

The exhibition presents a series of select examples in chronological order starting with 1901 and interprets them in comparison with developments in architecture on a national and international level. The juxtaposition of projects from a variety of periods illustrates how much architecture changed in the 20th century.


Dichter- und Stadtmuseum Liestal
Rathausstrasse 30
4440 Liestal
WINTERTHUR

MAX BILL: THE CENTENNIAL OF HIS BIRTH
MAX BILL: ZUM 100. GEBURTSTAG

20 January-12 May 2008

Exhibitions and events celebrating the 100th anniversary of the birth of the Swiss sculptor, painter, designer, theoretician and architect, presented in his native city.

Kunstmuseum Winterthur
Museumstrasse 52
8400 Winterthur
+41 (0) 52 267 58 00

Gewerbemuseum Winterthur
Kirchplatz 14
8400 Winterthur
+41 (0) 52 257 51 56

www.maxbill08.ch

ZURICH

THE APPEARANCE OF BEAUTY – ASPECTS OF ZURICH INTERIORS
DER SCHÖNE SCHEIN – FACETTEN DER ZÜRCHER RAUMKULTUR

7 March – 8 June 2008

Taking advantage of an anniversary — “50 Years of Archaeology and Conservation in the Canton of Zurich” — this exhibition examines the design of peaux intérieures of various epochs. It tells of historical periods of the Canton of Zurich when people loved both lavish wall decoration and simple décor, and when craftsmen could produce even the most complicated kinds of ornament. Decorative, stucco, and glass painting, as well as wallpaper and floorings, were carefully matched to the architecture of the rooms. While much of the decoration was destroyed in the course of time, some has survived in the form of models or collector pieces. These have now been placed side by side with today’s designs, thematic translations by contemporary artists that present the conservation and archaeology study collections in a new light. The beautiful appearance of the peaux intérieures is accompanied by works of the artist Heidi Bucher.

STUDY TOURS

ON GOING AND UPCOMING
Study Tours

ISRAEL

TEL AVIV

WALKING TOURS OF BAUHAUS BUILDINGS

Fridays at 10 a.m.

The Bauhaus Center conducts specialized tours of Israel’s World Heritage Sites in cooperation with the Israel National Commission for UNESCO.

The center conducts walking tours of prominent Bauhaus buildings (International Style) built during the 1930s and 1940s throughout the city. This functional architecture created a cohesive urban landscape that is unparalleled throughout the world.

A regular tour is held every Friday at 10:00 a.m. (please contact the center beforehand).

Organization
Bauhaus Center
Contact:
Bauhaus Center
99 Dizengoff St.
Tel-Aviv
Israel 63461
Tel. +97235220249
http://www.bauhaus-center.com
info@bauhaus-center.com

PORTUGAL

Braga

GUIDED TOURS OF S. MARTINHO DE TIBÃES MONASTERY
VISITAS GUIADAS AO MOSTEIRO DE SÃO MARTINHO DE TIBÃES

8 March, 11 April, 10 May, 14 June, 12 July, 26 July,
13 September, 27 September, 11 October, 25 October 2008

The history of the Benedictine monastery of São Martinho de Tibães goes back to the 6th c. when it was presumably founded under a Suebi king by Saint Martinho of Dume, bishop of Bracara Augusta (Braga). It was refounded during the 11th c., before the establishment of the kingdom of Portugal. Much later, in 1569, after the Council of Trent, it became the mother house of the Portuguese branch of the Benedictine Order. During the 17th c. the monastery was greatly transformed. The monastery church then became one of the most interesting Portuguese baroque monuments. In the 19th and 20th c., after the nationalization and sale of the Church assets (1834), Tibães monastery went through a long period of decline. It was finally acquired by the Portuguese state in 1986 and handed over to the national heritage services.

The monastery is presently undergoing an integrated operation of restoration and rehabilitation co-financed by EU funds. The guided tours that will take place in 2008 aim at presenting the rehabilitation project of the convent areas, allowing the visitors to get acquainted with the monument and the works in progress. They also aim at maintaining tours of the monument during the restoration.

A história do Mosteiro de Tibães remonta ao séc. VI quando será fundado por São Martinho de Dume, bispo de Braga, durante a monarquia suevica. Foi refundado durante o séc. XI, ainda antes da constituição do reino de Portugal. Mais tarde, em 1569, depois do Concíllo de Trento, o Mosteiro de São Martinho de Tibães tornou-se a casa-mãe da Congregação beneditina portuguesa. Durante o séc. XVII foi profundamente transformado e a sua igreja tornou-se num dos mais interessantes exemplos da arquitectura barroca portuguesa. Depois de um longo período de decadência, na sequência da
nacionalização e venda dos bens da Igreja (1834), foi adquirido pelo Estado Português em 1986 e afecto ao Instituto Português do Património Arquitectónico, actual IGESPAR. Recentemente, tem vindo a ser objecto de uma operação integrada de restauro, recuperação e reabilitação, co-financiada por Fundos Comunitários. As visitas guiadas que terão lugar em 2008 visam a divulgação e o conhecimento directo do projecto de reabilitação em curso, permitindo ainda que a visita ao monumento não seja interrompida durante a execução dos trabalhos.

Organizers
Ana Paula Martins and António Soares, IGESPAR

Mosteiro de São Martinho de Tibães
Lugar do Convento
4700-565 Mire de Tibães
www.mosteirodetibaes.org
www.ippar.pt

LISBON

ITINERARY OF LISBON BAROQUE CHURCHES
ITINERÁRIO TEMÁTICO “AS IGREJAS BARROCAS DE LISBOA”

7 June 2008

Combination of lectures and tours presented by experts in Portuguese baroque architecture, as one of the thematic itineraries dealing with religious architecture in Lisbon organized by the Patriarcate of Lisbon in 2007 and 2008.

Série de conferências e visitas guiadas por especialistas em arquitectura barroca portuguesa, inserida num conjunto de itinerários temáticos sobre a arquitectura religiosa de Lisboa, organizados em 2007 e 2008 pelo Patriarcado de Lisboa.

Organizers
António Filipe Pimentel, PhD, and Nuno Saldanha, PhD; Patriarcado de Lisboa (Lisbon Patriarchate) | Sector dos Bens Culturais [Cultural Assets Department]

Mosteiro de São Vicente de Fora
Campo de Santa Clara
1100-472 Lisboa
www.patriarcado-lisboa.pt; itiner.igrejas@netcabo.pt

ROMANIA

BUCHAREST AND BUCOVINA

EAHN STUDY TOUR TO ROMANIA

1–7 July 2008

This tour spends three days in Bucharest studying architecture from the Middle Ages through the twentieth century. The tour then continues to Suceava which serves as a base to explore the fifteenth- and sixteenth-century painted churches of Voronet, Humor, Moldovita, and Dragomirna, among others. Estimated cost including lodging and transportation within Romania but excluding meals and transportation to Bucharest is €480. For further details, please consult the full tour description elsewhere in this newsletter.

Organizer
European Architectural History Network.

If interested, please contact Carmen Popescu
(crmv@clicknet.ro) before 15 April.
**PORTUGAL**

**LISBON**

**BIBLIOTECA NACIONAL DE PORTUGAL**

**SHORT-TERM SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMME**

**PROGRAMA DE BOLSAS DE CURTA DURAÇÃO**

Application: from 1 February to 30 March 2008

The program is addressed to foreign researchers “who intend to pursue research using the collections of the National Library”. The funding is provided by three partner institutions: Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian (www.gulbenkian.pt), FLAD-Fundação Luso-Americana para o Desenvolvimento (www.flad.pt), Fundação Oriente (www.foriente.pt). (These institutions also have their own grant and scholarship programmes addressed to foreign researchers and professors, in addition to that in cooperation with the National Library.)


Send application to:
Directer da Biblioteca Nacional
Campo Grande, 83
1749-081 Lisboa
Portugal

The application may also be sent to:
bolsas@bn.pt

For more information:
www.bn.pt; bolsas@bn.pt
infobib@bn.pt

Contact:
Programa de Bolsas de Curta Duração
c/o Mrs. Luísa Cardia | Mr. Luís Farinha Franco
Campo Grande, 83
1749-081 Lisboa
Portugal
NEW ONLINE JOURNAL OF ARCHITECTURE AND ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY

http://www.archimaera.de/

Architecture has many facets. Architectural theory, architectural design and architectural history approach their common topic in very different ways, have developed diverging methodologies and are interested in different questions. “archimaera.de” attempts to bridge the gap between the different disciplines with the aim of a mutual exchange of ideas. We understand architecture as a comprehensive cultural phenomenon. Architectural discourse urgently needs a forum where interdisciplinary exchange can take place between theoreticians, designers and historians of architecture.

Editorial board
Relja Arnautovic (Köln / Aachen)
Daniel Buggert (Köln / Aachen)
Nadja Horsch (Rom / Leipzig)
Karl R. Kegler (Köln / Aachen)
Joachim Müller (Köln / Essen)
Anke Naujokat (Aachen)
Martino Stierli (Zürich / Basel)
redaktion archimaera
c/o Daniel Buggert
Lehrstuhl und Institut für Baugeschichte
RWTH Aachen
Schinkelstraße 1
52056 Aachen
Germany

ITALY

THE TUESDAYS OF DESIGN
I GIOVEDÌ DI DESIGN

Every Tuesday at 21:15

Organized by DesignLibrary

For more information: http://www.designlibrary.it/

PARMA - REGGIO EMILIA - MODENA

FESTIVAL OF ARCHITECTURE
FESTIVAL DELL’ARCHITETTURA


Organizers:
Direzione: Carlo Quintelli
Coordinamento: Riccarda Cantarelli e Enrico Prandi
Curatori: Lamberto Amistadi, Valter Balducci, Paolo Barbaro, Patricia Baroni, Maria Rita Baragjiotta, Luca Boccacci, Filippo Bricolo, Nicola Casone, Stefano Casatelli, Lori Dal Poz, Filippo De Pieri, Giovanni Luca Ferreri, Paola Galbiati, Maria Angela Gelati, Alessandro Grispan, Davide Guido, Antonella Mascio, Andrea Oliva, Valentina Orioli, Claudio Pavesi, Dario Costi, Lorenzo Pietropaolo, Matteo Perrino, Elena Re Dionigi, Alberto Salarelli, Francesco Semerani, Chiara Visentin, Francesca Zanella, Gundula Rakowitz, Elide Piras.

Information:
www.festivalarchitettura.it

Introductory tour of the gta archive at the ETH Zurich (archive of the Institute for Architectural History and Theory, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology).

Organizer:
GTA Archiv, ETH Zürich
ETH Zürich
Campus Hönggerberg
Gebäude HIL
Architekturfoyer
Wolfgang-Pauli-Str. 15
8093 Zürich
044 633 28 89
www.abendfuehrungen.ethz.ch

---

**THE MEMORY OF SWISS ARCHITECTURE**

**DAS GEDÄCHTNIS DER SCHWEIZER ARCHITEKTUR**

6 May 2008, 18:15-19:15

---

**SWITZERLAND**

**ZURICH**

*The Memory of Swiss Architecture* is a comprehensive exhibition that explores the history of architecture in Switzerland through a selection of significant buildings and architectural projects. The exhibition aims to highlight the diversity and innovation in Swiss architecture, showcasing the work of prominent architects and institutions. It features a wide range of exhibits, including models, photographs, and digital installations, providing visitors with a comprehensive understanding of the architectural heritage of Switzerland.

---
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